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CHAPTER Ï

Introduction

"Being in the middle" can have several

meanings. In the most simple sense, it means being

in a position that is. neither at one edge or the

othert oT being among or in the midst of object.s

or events. "To be in the middle,, commonly rep-
resents the mean, the average case, to be in
the centre or to be a base for actions or objects
above or below the centre. (Vüebsters, L977 rpg. 72g)

Many religious mythologies contain a
middle place that symbolizes the principte of
"neut.ralization". The midd.le is the place

where all rules and laws no 1onger exist and

one floats in a limbo. "Being in the middle,,also

symbolized. the perfect centre where ,one 
,'finds

oneself" and can place everything around in
perspective. "Being in the middle" has also

suggested a position at a crossroads caught

between ambivalent forces. In western cultures,
the epitome of the "middle place', is purgatory

or limbo. (cirlot., L962, pp.39-40,pg. 2OO )

ii
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"Being in the middle" can be a point of

confruence where all forces and acting principles
meet - hence a creative location. (Cir1oL,Lg62, pg. 6g)

According to Jung, hromen as mothers are associ-
ated with "where the roads cross and enter into one

another ... there j-s the mother, the object and

epitome of all union',. (Jung , J,g55, pg. 132)

Finally, there is the cotloquial sense of
"being in the middle,,, being caught as a victim of,

opposing forces, without the capability of resotrving
the situation. ït may also mean being the object of
blame or sanction for acts beyond one,s contror.

All these meanings are relevant to the
experience of middle-aged hromen. The literature
on middre-aged women is certainly not unanimous

in its interpretatj-on of what 1iving through
middre agie means for North American Ì/ìromen. This
stage of life has been variously described. To

some it, is a time of consoridation - of being able
to put the conflicts of young adulthood in
perspective, to sort priorities a.nd to continue
on with renewed creativity and purpose. The

conseguences of the middle stage of life have also
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been related to a deep sense of impotence,

worthlessness and. an absence of any satisfactory
opt,ions. The middle-aged broman is sometimes

referred to as a point of confluence or as an

exemplar case of the changeg that have occurred

in the famity, in the labour force and in the

relationship between the sexes. There i-s strong

disagreement as to the nature of the social impact

of these changes

Most middle-aged r,tronren in North America

are married and have atleast two children. (Boytl , Lg76,

pg. L7, pg, 36) It is these \Àromen who are the topic
of this thesis. The d.eveþmental stages of women

who do not maruy and, to a lesser extent, of those

who choose not to have children if they are

married., have been found to more closely parallel
the "career" of men their oÌ/ùn agie than that. of
married r^7omen with children in most aspects. (Mayer,

Lg6g, pg. 101; Back, Ig7L, pp. 296-304) The

following essay, it is hoped, will make it clear that
there is a necessary and inextricable relationship
in our culture between the experience of middle age

for women and the facts of motherhood and. marriage.
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Fiske-Lowenthal et. al. , in their stud.y of

four stages of the life cycle state, ,, It is at this
stage fmiddle .n"] that the sreatest difference
occurs between men and women." (r'íske-l,owenthal et. ar.
Ig75, pg. 23) This is one fact about middle age that
is agreed upon in the literature. Middle age means

different things to men and wornen. This difference
can, in large part, be attributed to the structures
of family and occupational careers which, by and

large, do not have the same consequences for the
two sexes. rt has also been widellr accepted that
the meaníng middle age has for women is a function
of how they and others view the roles of wives and

mothers- The interpretations of these roles and

their rerative pov/er in building or destroyíng ego

strength are pov/erful predictors of success or
problems in the t::ansition to middle age. Because

this relationship is so often proposed in the

literature, a large part of this essay witl deal

with how these roles can affect the psychological

development of Ì^romen and how the conceptions of
these roles by academics and practitioners can

help or hinder women in successful adaptation to

i;:-;t.1
it.:::::
t:..
j'
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mj-ddle age.

The classic definition of knowled.ge in
philosophy is "the conformity between object and.

intellect.' The issue of how this "conformity,,
is reached and justified in interpreting the
behavior ancr experience of women and middle-aged
v/omen in particular, therefore, would appear to be
essential in any anaÏytic presentation of the
relevant knowredge base- when middre-aged women

can be considered a problem, from what theoreticar
and political contexts current knowledge is
derived, who the individuals are who write about
them and whose values estabrish the definition of
functi-onal or dysfunctional in their case wirr, it
is clear, affect what is beri-eved to be true about t.hem.

current social science may be seen to contain
two basic views of what is functionar behavior in women.

The first view assumes a necessary and fixed reration-
ship between the physiology of women and their
development which is universarly applicabre. Maturi-ty
and' success are defined differently for men and women

due to their different deveropmental needs. specificalry,
the achierrment of feminine maturity is charactarized
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by accepting the needs of'others, especiarly husbands

and childrenr âs the pri-mary focus of adult life. ïn
the wider context, this deveropmental nrodel represents
a social role necessary to the continued stability
and functioning of a society Èhat also operates
according to fixed laws of human nature. ïn this
context, it becomes crucial to prescribe and

maintain a rj-gid sex-differentiated model of adult
functioning.

The second view assumes the criteria for
mentar health and sociar responsibility for men

and women are essentially the same. The continued
functioning and stability of society depend, in
large partron providing and creating multiple roles
that fill vari.ous types of needs in the individual.
rn this context, the primary focus of adult life is
expected to change with time and. circumstance.
Functioning is basically evaruated and understood

in terms of the ability to create new satisfactory
and productive roles as these change

There is atleast an equal amount of i

eveidence to support both views
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Later in this essay, the observation that

the social work riterature overwhelmingry reflects
the fi-rst view to the virtual exclusion of the
other will be discussed at length. The treatment
of women by the profession, it. is clear, wj-ll be
directly related to its choice of conceptual
framework.

A critical examinatÍon of its knowledge base
may be especially important. when producing a work for
a social work audience for two basic reasons. The f,irst
i-s that the sociar work profession, to a great degree,
operates from a reactive position. rt derir¡es its
definition of the desirabre and formulates practice
methods on the basis of theoreticar- and poritical
justification from other sectors of society and academic
disciplines- This can mean that significant beliefs from
other fierds and the mandates they imply are often accepted
at face value. The assumptions underlying these ideas
and their consequences are not always fully appreciated
by social workers. * Thus, it can be proposed that

development of social work goars and dominant politicaland social thinking is presented in "The rnfluence ofPolitical- power in-Deteimining the rhãoretical oeverop-
cont.
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examining the political and theoretical derivations
of current practice literature will constitute an
addition to social work knowledge. secondly, it has
been noted ln --the literature that social work has
g,enerated very little in the way of descriptive_
analytical studies of the family, r^/omen and the forces
that affect them (Maas,L97I,pp.123 ff.¡Johnson Lg76,
pg- 531) one writer rerates this observation to the
increasing evidence of the ineffectiveness of standard
social work practices which he attributes to a lack of
conceptual rigour in the formulation of practice
poli-cy. The specific criticisms put forward in this

2t cont- ment of sociar work" by Reuben Bitenskv.(rour. of sog.LÈglÅsy vol. rï, riioi t-iö;."i;;','ìiö_rol Ie cuments and defends the thesisthat the social work profession has tãn¿ea to react topoliticar influences Ëy 
"o-ãpii"ö-trrJi"i"t" irs or¡rnstructure- This has not been doné in a self-awar" *..rrr"r,and, so, the professsion has found itserr r"rr"rãirrgobjectives whose imprications are not furry understood.He relates this treãd to what rr"-pãr""Ir.= to be apervasive pre-occupation with *ãd"ããiãgicar concernsand a narrowing of the ambi-t 

"f 
-;;;f ;JJio.,.r concerns.Joseph L- vigilante (" Betweeir varues and science:Education for the profession During a Moral crisis- rsProof Truth?,', Jour. qf Education Éo= Socig!__![orL,VOi.X,no. 3, wint. '7 åå"'accepted the scientific rogical-posivilt *oael to theextent it considers value as a species of fact.Hebelieves this has resurted in a i,ãõrããt'to acknowredge

cont -
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regard aïe that there has been a trend to narrowing
the perspectives used to evaluate sociar situati_ôns
and to intellectual isolation from new rerevant work
in other fierds in an effort to clearly deliniate arl
identifiable area of sociaf work expertise.

rt has been suggested that social work practice
wi-th women in particurar suffers from a rack of concept-
ual clarity in disÈinguishing fact from varue and in
exercising any kind of critical- sense about the
consequences of the theoretical frameworks commonly
used a basis of practice with women. ( lVetzel , L976 b¡
Meisel and Friedman I Lg74; schwartz , Lg73¡ Berlin , 1976)
rn addition, in simple language, there is evidence that
most social workers do not know very much about 

'^romen,

play in the construction of sociar 
""iÀrr." theoryand practice decision making.Janice Wetzel ( " Social A<ljustment as a Social

Tg=!_principle',, Frontj-ers, VO¿. I, No. 3, Vüint. ,76,L7-2s) defends.siffia:rguments in he:i review ofthe work of major social riork theorists. fn anotherarticle , (" rnteraction of Femi-nism and social vrlork
ï_T:rig3", ..sociat casework; $;:'-, tøl zzi_ial )-;i.,'"pursues the tfficonscious interactionbetween the "value crimãte" and the social workprofession in terms of women as crients and workers.
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have not read even rudimentary texts about the
sociol.gical and psychol0gi-cal forces that affect
r4romen and most social vüork curricula do not address
these issues. (Meisel and Friedman , ]|974i Berlin,
L976; Johnson, Lg76ì K'ave'zt Lg76; smith and. cummingsr 

,

J,g76) Some recent content analyses of various
professional journals and books suggest that these issues
do not receive subst,ant.ive attention in these
publications. (Rosenblattr et. aI., ]¿g73¡ Rrave1z, tg76)
In the 1ight of these observations, it woul_d seem
resonable to examine where ,'intellect and. object conform,,
r-n social work knowledge and in the format.ion of
practice goals for women and then to analyse these
goals in the lighË of knowledge available from
other fields. Several auLhors have engaged. in
critical examination of the derivation and conseguen-
ces of current conceptions of norms for women in
fields allied to socj-al work, especially psychology
and sociology. part of this thesis will present
this materiar in an end.eavour to enrich the current
social work practi_ce context

The goal of this thesis is to compile a

;:.i
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"working paper" for sociar Ì^/ork practíce with married
míddle-aged hrornen who have chirdren. rt is a library
thesis and., as such, contains no primary data or
findings from original research. rt has been conceived
as an attempË to provide a sensible arrd appropriate
context for practice decisions. rt is based on the
assumption that, though relevant and useful inform_
ation exists on this subjectr it has not been structured
in a form that is easily accessibre to social workers.
Therefore, a good deal of the anarysis presented here
is not the resurt of originaJ. interpretation for the
purposes of this thesi-s, but represents the insight of
the authors that urere consurted in compiring this
paper- The task undertaken hTas to form connections
between various anaryticar and critical works and to
suggest what rerevance they might have in practice
with midd.le-aged women. A secondary goar of this thesis
is to use the situation of middre-aged women as an
exemplar case of how the various hrays social workers
understand women can affect the h/ays we can serve them
professionalry. This question revor-ves around issues

:'-:.:'
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in the "epi_stomology,' of social work knowledge _

the examination of "its nature and grounds with
reference to its limits and validity,,. (Baldwin rlg4|

Mddle age is a relatively ne$/ mass

phenomenon (vedder, 1965, pp. 4 ff.) rn prehistoric
times, the average life span hras 18 years. Fossil
remains indicate that few lived beyond forty. As

recently as 1900, the average life expectancy in
America was 45 years and only 10å of tJre popur-ation
was middle-aged. ïn J:g6Sf g0? of the populatj_on
survived to 60 and the average adult in the labour
force was 45 years of age- vühile the totar population
of the united states increased ggz between r-915 and
Lg65, the total number of middle-aged increased by
200e".

There is, however, consid.erable disagreement
as to when exactly middle age begins and ends. severar
authors have reported difficurty in establishing
guidelines for Lheir ohrn research. Bart (Lg67) uses

being Discussed
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the limits of 40-60 but she notes the 4s-70 might
be equally appropriate for other types of research.
General_ standards in the field of demography

deliniate the years between 45 to 64, yet a large
number of human d.everopment and social science
texti¡ooks refer to the period between 30 and 60.
(Vedder, Lg6Sr pp. ix-xii) Other experts ( Levíne,
rg57; Leighton Lg52; Thompson 1955) have calculated
the middle allocation,based on the average age of
onset of biological or psychorogicar changes marking
the end of youthr ês the ages from 36 to 55. studies
of middle-aged women tend to favour the lower ends

of these ranges. ( Lloyd-Jones, L956¡ Se1f, L969¡
Klass and Redfern, lgTh Dulude, i l|TB)

Identifying the boundarj-es of middle age

for women is no easier. Though there is a temporal
relationship beteen the physiological changes

associated with middle âge, there is no hard evidence
establishing a necessary or causal relationship
between the biological events of menopause and, the
sociar and psychorogical phfnomena associated with

i. .. :'

:i:, :ì:'. :
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middle age. Furthermore, middle-aged women cannot
be read.ily identified. by a wide vari_ety of features 

:::::,.of ascribed staÈus and prescri-bed age rores. (Neugarten, .""""

1968a; Bart, 1969; Turner, Lg7O, pg. 369) Middle age is
a stage more distinguished by a lack of such definitions.

IT
ì_.rt, : . .

in canada are married and have children. (Boyd, !976,
pg. 17, pg. 36) rn the case of married women with chil-.
dren, a starting point in deveroping a definition of
middre age seems to be the age and status of the last
child. (Neugarten, 196It pp. 364-6; Bart, L967 rpp. 150 ff .¡
Neugarten, 1968b , pg. gS; Mayer , L96g, pg. 101; Harris,
L975, chap. 4¡ Glick, Ig77 r pg. Il) It has variously
been described as the point at which the youngest child
begins schooling, the point at which he turns eighteen
or the poínt at which he marries The chronological
age that would correlate with these events ranges from
32 to 64 years of age. The end point of middle age is
usually identified as the time at which a vromanrs

husband retires, which is usually age 65 for men and
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so lrould, in most casesr apply to women in their late
fifties and early sixties.

L10yd' Jones (1956) emphasized that middle age
for women, whatever its exact boundaries, r^zas

emerging as a longer perj_od of the life cycle, beginning
earlier and ending later- Her research findings have
indicated that earlier marriage ages and compressed
childbearing spans for women have resulted in an earri-er
age at whi-ch the youngest child enters school. she
calculated the average A¡oerican woman reached this stage
at a3e 46 in rg4o and at age 32 in 1g55. At this point,
L10yd Jones notes, " the very defi-nite objectives every
girl has clearly in mind' - getting married and having
chÍldren-have been realized. I¡Iomen at 32 enter into
the fairly uncharted and vague business of trying to
f live happily ever after'.,, (Lloyd_,Jones 1956r pg . 21)

The evidence that middle age is becoming the
major span in the life cycle of women has been supported
by other researchers. There is widespread agrêement that
there have been basic shifts in the timing of major rife

': :': 
t--:'::]

.:;.:-:-.1
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events, especially for women. "The much longer empty nest
period now than formerly is perhaps the most dramatic
change that has occurred in the pattern of the typical
family life cycle- The increase from two years to thirt-
een years for this stage... has a multitude of social,
economi-c and psychol0gical implications.,, (Gr-ick, rg77,

Studies in Canada (Boyd , 1976, r¡g. 2Bl have
concluded that there is an increasing tendency for
canadian v'.men to compress their chÍldbearing into
a shorter time span. A large proportion of women do
not make a t career r of chirdreari-ng but return to
work when or shortly after the youngest child enters
school. (Gunderson, Lg76, pg. 96) Given the average
age of the mother at the birth of the rast crrild,2g.5
years, (Boyd, 1976, pg. 34) the majority of married- ** páur-cl.ffi Updat theFami@

5:T:"o::'::l ll: T1"iagã-or rh"-i;;;' "iïtå"i"å"ä:ff::l ?f_:::-.1: :r:;:::; "i nii:åi;"";låj",åil å1".n,.
:1";f;"'åg:I::^3:-ïl *:il;ii;åii;';"ii:ï If;g. r:l,ilof the post-parental 

"i"-^"*¡v<rr-r 
rerre<JE Ene J-eng

i nf^ â^^^rrh+- lI:"Fl stage becausã they do not ¿"il-åinto account the il;r;;íi. i='o*o= Lrrey oo noË take
the end of alri.r,rr^^__:__ - lty.younger age of women at
llr", lî3 :: :llii?:::1n ",""åiiã,äíïr,ä,;";: i:ff"r::
O\Ârn.
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T¡¡omen with chirdren in canada will experience a

relatively short span of time in the exclusive
wi-fe-mother rore and. can expect to re-enter the
labour force some time before their thirty-fifth
birthd.ay.

i Return, to the Labour Force

Boyd notes that unmarried. women have always

worked d.ue to a lack of an alternative source of
income; the rise in 1abour force participation
rates for women in recent years has been due to the
infrux of married women. (Boyd, 1976, pg - 27) IIor¡¡ever,

she cautions against using these figures to exaggerate,
overstate orî magnify any implications for changes in
the norms for the behavior of married women or to any

major changes within the famiry. Manlr married women

workbecauseofsimp1efj-nancia1need.Leve].of

spouses¡ income is a potent. predictor of rabour force
invoh¡ment of wives. The lower the famiry income, the
more likeIy it is the wife wilt work. ( Gunderson, Lg76,
ps. ss)
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ii C4ildbearing

The fertility rates of Canadian women have
been dropping- older vromen tend to have more children
than younger wonen. (Boyd, L976t pg. 34) A women whose
youngest child entered school in 1g77 has spent less
Ëimeintheexc1usivero1eofchi1drearingthana

woman in the same situation in Lg67 or 197I. As
prevj-ously stated, there has been an increasing
tendency to compress the space between children and
complete families i, " much shorter period, of time.

Most evêr-ffiârried mid.dle-aged women in ca'ada
r97r did' however, have children. !{omen ún Èhe five-

year age categories (35*9, 4O-4 etc.) between 35 and
59 had atleast three children on average. (3.I to 3.4)
(eoyd, L97G, p9. 36, pg. 45) The figures for percentage
of childlessness, adjusted for assumed rates of biological
sterility, indicate a trend. to voluntary childlessness
among youlrg o'/omen- However the rates for women between
35 and 59 decreased between 1961 and Lg7r. fn rg77.l
over 902 of married women in canada between 35 and 49

î-- r -and "'a slightly l0wer pèrcentage of- !úomen between 50
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and 59 had children. Hou¡ever, a stuay has found that
"for all age groups, the data on labour force experience
show that fertiliÈy is highest for women who n"rr" never--5 v e ¡¡ç

worked in the labour force. women who are in the labour
force in rgTr have (sic) on average one child less than
hromen who have been full-time housewives since marriage.
This relationship holds when ê9ê, age at marriage and
education at e controlled.,, (Boyd , 1976, pg. 41) A causal
explanation of this co*elation is not offered by the
researchers because it was not clear to them in their
manipulation of the variables whether v¡omen who have nìore
chiLdren do so rather than enter the labour force or
whether this correrati-on reflects the difficulty of
working and caring for a larger family. (Boyd" 1976, pg. 43)
iii Education

v'Iith regards to education, figures for women over
35 indicate that in rgTr approximately 55g of English-
speakíng canadian 

'fomen between 35 and 45 and 60z of
those between 45 and 55 had not completed high school.
A small proportion, 52, had completed university. (Robb
and spencer, 1976, pg. 68) About 25_30? of French_
speaking v¡omen between 35 and 55 had completed high
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schoor in 197r and approximately 3eo of. this group had

completed university. An additional 2oz of women in
both these groups had compreted vocationar training
or non-university post-secondary training mainly in
normal schoors, nursing colleges and secretarial
schools. (Robb and Spencer, 1976, pp. 66_9) Demand

in these occupational groups has been steadily
decreasing in recent years. (Dulude, irgTlr pg. 10)

rt should be noted that enrorment in adurt education
programmes quadrupled. between 1959 and Lg73 and

figures avairable for selected. years indicate a

male/female ratio of 3:1. However, age breakdowns

are not available in relation to these prograrnmes.

(nobb and Spencer, Lg76r pg. 63) The number of females
per 10oro0 in the labour force in Manpower training
courses for l.gTL-rg74 is roughly equal to the ratio
of males per I00r0O0 enrolled in these programmes.
(Robb and Spencer, 1976r pg. 64)

rt woutd be reasonable to assume that a rarge
part of the female enrorment in adurt education
prograrnmes and Manpo\^/er training courses is over 35

years of agei however, a report prepared for ïnternational
lrlomens t Year on r^/oman and. education notes that

;: : r:: -:

r.l . :, :-:l!1:
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documentation is incomplete and unavaílable on these
kinds of programmes. (Robb and Spencer, Lg76,pg.62)

In summary, these figures show that middle_
aged women have attained a relatively 10w level 0f
education on average in Canada. Moreover, there
is an ever-decreasing demand for the vocational
skills a large number of them possess. The figures
on enrolment j-n continuing education or upgrading
courses may suggest that a large number of these
I¡''men perceive a need to enhance thei_r preparation
for changing demands at work or j-n the community.
iv Magnitude

Fina1ly, let us consider the group in terms
of magnitude. In this year, itglg, there will be
r'372,800 vromen between 3s-44, Lr24or3o0 women between
45 and 54 and 595,800 women between 54 and 59 for a
totsl of 3,20g'900- Thus middle.-aged vTomen represent
over a guarter of the females in Canada (2g.SZ) and
almost 15å of I tre totar canadi-an popuration. (star:istics
canada, Population Projections tLg76) ttre situati.on of
a group Èhis size, it is clear, cannot be considered
inconsequential

i -.::.:.il1:i.,: ,
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The und.erlying assumption behind providing
a context for social work practice is that the group
has problems. Service to middl€_â.ged u/omen can be
considered a legitimate social work field of practice
only if this is the case.

Attempts to define what. identifies a social
work field of practice often have not crearly stated
the guestion of how and when the profession decides a
situation is a problem. A legitimate field of practice
or concern is generally identified as one which is
perceived as problematic according to social work values.
(Bartrett, LgTo) This definition may amount to no more
than the tautol0gy -' a social problem for social ,orn"r"
is what social workers see as a problem,.

Th" states that a
legitimate field of soc'al work practice ,,centres around
some major'h¡þan need or social problem as part of the
services organized to meet the need or the problem. Both
the overall services and the specific social work practice
"t"
(my own emphasis) (Barttett,+8.S.W., LgT:Jt pg. 14gO) The

r .E.rom f¡ere on twill be represented
e EncyctoÞGãIá ot social--6il
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above statement implies that recognition of a human
need' or social problem is derivitive. The power of
societal sanction has been generally located in
government agenci'esrpÌ:.fessional 0rganizations of
social workers and schools of social work. (Dudley,
rgTB' pg- 40) These formar societal organizations
ident,ify the problem; social work then det.ermines
its arena for action and area of concern in terms of
the rationale and mand.ate to intervene provided.

Ohe assumpt.ion of this essay is that the
theoretical basis of social work,s anaryses of sociar
situation or human need re.r-ies upon the knowled.ge and
value base of other social sciences i-n general and
psychorogy and. sociol0gy in particular. This reliance
has been widely recognized. ( perlman, 1960, pg. 537¡
Lucas, E.S.W., ,97L¡ Vrletzel L976a, pp. 232_5; !ûetzel,
Ig76b, pp. l1-5; Levine , Jl976, pp. 27-g) An

examination of how general social science theory
concerning social problems relevant to the situation
of middle-aged women is therefore cruciar.

ii.'J
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Extensj-ve and lengthy documentation (Bernard,
Ig57, chap. S¡ Davis , I970i Merton, I97L¡ Henshel and
Henshel rg73; siporin, rg7s, sec. ï, sec. rr) established
that current theoreti-car- criteria for defining a
rproblemr rely heavily on:

a) whether a social si-tuation is seen to
conflict with a pervasi-ve consensual standard
b) v¡hether it is a situation undesi-rable to
t,o a functionally significant group in
society

c) whether its solution is seen as ethically
Lmperative

The existence of a"vexing or deplorable sociar situation!i
or a"hride discrepancy between sociaL goals and the
social actuality'!r is merely a 'latentr problem until
it becomes d'efined as a societal concern. social
scientists are seen as central to the process of
legitimizing such situati-ons as areas for corlecÈive
action. (Merton, 1971, pp. g05_g) The .egitimacy,
then, of the problem group is dependent on whether
or not dominant groups which endorse pervasive
consensual standards see the amelioration of the
problem group's situation as a higher good. social
scj-entistsf interpretation of the conseguences of
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various courses of action are especiaJ-ry important
to the hray a group's needs will be understood.

When the problems of a group are not viewed
as legiti-mate, they may i-nstead be viewed as merely
a deviation from a collectivery defined social rearity.
Despite the subjective realiÈy of their personal
distress, the individuals ín thís group become the
object of societal censure. !ühether conflicts
between the perceived needs of the dominant and problem
group are viewed as disruptive in thmserves or as
shortcomings in the conceptuarj-zation of the functional
requirements of society will, of course, affect the
hTay in which a solut.ion to the conflict is sought.

Thus, even though a great number of mid.dle_
aged l./omen may be unhappy or unable to function, this
will not be the basis for defining their situation as
a problem. The interpretation given their
cr-rcumst,ances by academics and sancÈioning authorities
will be the basis for any definition, vühatever the
real pain or injustice felt, middle-aged r^/omenr âs a
group which does not possess the power to dissemi-nate
its point of view and whose situation may not be seen

i.' j.:t .:
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r-mpr-ngie on the requirements of the collectivity,
may find themserves excluded from traditionar
frameworks for descrj_bing social- problems.

An alternative definition of a ,,social problem,,
has been suggested by Henshel and Henshel. ït is,,any
situation that affects large numbers of peoplercauses
suffering and generates intense feerings.,' (Henshel
and Henshel, 1973, pg. 11) This definition has the
merit of acknowledging the difficulties of a given
group and the pain they experience as problematic
even if it cannot be theoretically defined as such
The definition a110ws for frameworks that are not
based on a utilitarian premj-se, permitting the
situation to be viewed from the !insider, in terms
of its psychological impact on experience and. not
merely to bestow importance on a probrem because it,
interferes with the usefulness of some group to
society.

Human sÍtuations cannot exist in isolation;
they necessarily relate to collective norms, role
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designations and the meanings and purposes rol_e

designations convey- A coherence between putative
and actual meaning is essential- The relationship
between the individuar and. colrective guidelines
whether they are called structures of meaning,
norms, role functions, social standards, historical
precend.entsr oI socletal mandates is not only
critical to social well-beirg, it is definitive of
social welr-being. Thus, if the probrems of middle-
aged women are demonstabry due rargety to adherence
to coLlective guidelines, change in the norms used
to judge their behavior and in the consequent
interpretatation of their pred.i-cament as personal
failures or as functional within society must
Iogically follow.
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CHAPTER TIVO
t-

T4E SOCIAL ACTUALITY oF MIDDLE_AGED VüOMEN

The following presentation of the factual
background to the situation of middle_aged women
will attempt to establish the pervasiveness and
magnitude of the problem. .

i Suicide

In the UniÈed States, in Ig74, the highest
suicide rates for women r¡'ere in the middle-aged
group. Age specific rates per 1o0r0o0 rise steadily
from 9.8 for womên 35-39 to I3.2 for women 45_49
and level off again j_n steadily decreasing rates
in groups over the age of 65- These statistics are
based on reported suj-cides which are believed to
severely underrepresent its actual .ccurence. lrlomen
also have more !unsuccessfulr suicide attempts than
men. The ratio of reported attempts to death by
suicide may be of the order of 30:1. (Butler and
Lewis, 1977, pg. 69) The rate of completed suicide
attempts steadily rises after age 35 and, therefore,
the ratio of attempts to deaths should be viewed in
this Iight.. (But]er and Lewis , lrg77, pg. 70)
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Suicide is general].y associated r^iith anomie
or alienation - a feeling of por¡/erlessless and
meaninglessness-and is correlated to sudden 10ss
of status. Suicide is also interpreted as Èhe
attempt to exercise contror over oners life and
the lives of significant others where no other
options appear workal.le. ït has been seen as a

final- rebellious act against an environment that
continually annihilates any sense of personal
poÌ^rer. (Butler and Lewis, Ig77, pp. 6g ff . )

Although the figures presented here represent
only reported incidents, it is clear that d.uring
middle age râromen are moved to take their own

lives to a much gireater degree than in any
other period of life.
ii Alcoholism

The average female alcoholj_c is middle_aged
and did not begin to drink before somewhere

between ages 35-45. This represents an average
onset of problem drinking that is later for
rÄromen than for men. Alcoholism in middle_aged
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r/ì/omen often appears within a constel_Iation of
problems- The female alcoholic has a 50å chance
of having a diagnosable psychiatric i-lIness and
has attempted suicide in 33å of arl cases.
(Bad.iet, 1g76, p9.59)

Some research findings suggest that, generally,
t'here is no identifiable crisis or event that
precipitates arcohor-ism in middle-aged tøomen. Rather,
most of these r^/omen drink to escape routj-ne, to
improve their self-image or to gain confidence.
(Johnson, DeVries and Houghton, Lg66) However, in
a study specifically focussed. on females between
35 and 45, the fi-ndings suggested that the onset of
alcoholism in this group is very often related to
middle age crisis- The study shows that a significant
proportion begin drinking when thei-r chirdre' leave
home and when their husbands die, divorce or become
over-involved in their careers.

" - ... vlithout, their chirdren or husbands to dependon for their own identity or sense of worth, thesewomen turn to arcohor- rrte drinking-;"ïy compounds
l|"i:_feetings.of self-disgust and a viäj.ous cycler-s created. ,' (cur1ee, Lg6g, pg. iZOl -'
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Curlee sums up this crisis as the,,clevastating
loss of self -worth for middle_pged women,,.
(Curleet 1969, pg. 170)

Fraser reiterates Cur:lee,s observations
rr . . . typically this ÌÂloman is between 35and 45 years- of .g.i T^ihii" her children hreregrowing she did ,rot taL"-tfr" time 

"r-O.rfraps.did nor have !h" time-[ã ü;";;ä=r,åi"5rr incommunity activities- luót aia she work towardsher- ohrn personal grãwtü-Jna iaã"iiËv]io, 
=r,"no longer feels ,ãrtrrrrriie. ,,(¡,r_sãri' tg76,pg. 46)

The literature notes that, traditionally, female
alcoholism has been viewed as related to a
rejection of the feminine rol_e. However, recent
research suggests that those characteristics
that vrere interpreted as a rejection of the
feminine role masked a profound desire to meet
the feminine ideal. Therapeutic interventions
based on the second assumption r{zere significantly
more successful- Ttre majority of women alcoholics
studied were armost exclusively dependent on their
husbands and children for defining their identity.
(Birchmore and lrlalderman, J:gTSr p9. 14: Badiet,
1976r p9. 67)
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An insignifj_cant number of female alcoholics

of any age \^rere the sole economic support of their ,.,-,,,,i,,,,

families. (Badiet, Lgl6, p9. 6O) ffiis further
substantiates the view that the loss of a wife or
mother rol_e and a resulting 1oss of identity or
feeling of usefulness may lead to alcoholism
middle-aged h/omen. rt may reasonably be surmised
that hromen who are the sole support for their
families feel their economic rore makes them usefur.
Curlee pointed out that a substitute source of
satisfaction shoud be offered the female mid.dle-
aged alcoholic, many of whom have never been trained
for any job but housework, However, she could find
no reports in the literatule of interventions with
this group that included job training. (Curlee, Lg6g I
p9: J.69)

As in the case of suicide, the incidence of an ,...,':,,,,,,..
acknowledged social problem, arcoholism, is heavily
clustered in the middle-aged group for women and
differs dramatically from the age-specific rates i.:.:,,::

i:';: " '""'- :for men- There is evidence to suggest that 
' : i" "
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alcoholism in middle_aged women is related to
an extreme dependency on husbands and children
for purpose, meaning and identity

Although the true prevalence of the problem
cannot be est.imated.. The ratio of unreported
alcohorism to diagnosed cases in women at home

is believed to be 9:1. (Badiet, ]rg76t pg. 64)
In addition, Doreen Birchmore, director of
the Donwood fnstitute Day progrramme, cites
research findings in support of the proposj-tion
that cases of women who seek help for alcohol
problems are likery to reported in the stat.istics
as mental illness rather than alcoholism.
(Birchmore and Vüalderman, J:gTSr pg. 1I)

Given this situation, the pervasiveness of
alcoholism in women in general and midd,le_aged
$/omen in particular cannot be fully appreciated.
ttt

In a review of the use of psychotropic drugs
by women, Ruth Cooperstock cites a nation_wide
United States sÈudy that concluded that the
majority of regurar users vrere housewives between

¡ r.i ..--" ., .
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the ages of 35 and 50 who did not work. The

correlation between both psychiatric admissions
and the use of psychotropic d.rugs and traditionar
housewife status has been corroborated by a great
number of other studies. (Cooperstock, .]g76, pg. 93)
As well, the ratio of adult married women to

. 
unmarried women who take a tranquil ízer regularly
is almost 2zL ( 8.3? vs. 3.42): the ratio is almost
3:1 for hypnotics. (11.6å vs. 4.SZ) (Cooperstock,
I976, p9. 105) Cooperstock proposes that there
may be a socio-culturar- basis for the different
rates of psychotropic d.rug use by married r^¡ornen

versus unmarried women and by r,./omen in the labour
force versus r,tromen at home.

iv Depression

A s'tudy undertaken to compare the characteristics
of various life stages in the population of a large
American city found that, using standard diagnostic
instruments, mi_ddle-aged women and newlywed women
accounted for 702 of the depression reported in
the sample. (Fiske-Iowenthal et.al., IgTS¡ pg. 105)

;
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Middre-aged r¡zomen and newrywed rvomen constituted
252 of the sample and. the general prevalence
rate of depression in the pool of respondents
vras in accordance with general mental health
staÈistj_cs for the Unit,ed States. (13å) The
writers note...

"a curious_paraIIel between middle-agedv/omen and. newlyweds in terms of existential---dispair, with Ëoth gro.rp" having felt that lifeis meanincrless. rwô rhi¿ds ;i. l'Ë";;-ïrn rhe roratsample 3 who reported such r""ii"rõ" î"r" middle-agedhromen or newlyweds - Middle-aged u.rrá '.rlywed o,o*"rr" 
-

were most likely to have contemplated suicide.:.-
.Frhey3 in ¡ôtrr stàges were, of couïse,confrontedwith restructuring t.heír rives'.roroãlt¡" presenceand absence oE orñer people. -M";;i;lä 

i.r,rorrr.* amaximum demand for soði-i readjustment *** andcan be construed_ as being a kind of ,,death,, of
lh" former sociar serf eãpeciarry-io.-iomen whohave no other major commiltments other than
T::ilil: and fañrily. r,ãr trre otder hromen, rhermmrnent.empty, legt period may have 

"i*if.,connotations- " (Fiske-Lowenthär et. ãi., -iõ25, 
pg, 10gI.

Depression has been identified as the second
major psycho-social condition of middte-aged women.
(se1f, 1969, pg. 2) rwo prevalence studies ( that

Readjustment Rating scale", Jour. of psychosomaticResearch, No. llraug. ,67r'2

.,:r.Íi*p:+r.¡F¡::;-.:{.-irij:f; i:tiå!.{rí,t*tl4!S¡TEà7j:._å:¡Eg*ffi

: : r ¡1:1.:
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is, studies drawing from a sample from the
general population not from clients of agencies
or patients at cl-inics) conducted across the UnitedStates found that psychological anxiety .and age
correl_ate.: for r4¡omen but not for men. (Bart , 1967,pg' 6) rn general, middle-aged v'.men are four timesas likely to rnan'fest psychiatric disorders as

men. (Bell, !975,pg. 151) Not only does age appear
to be a salient variable in the incidence of
psychologj_cal distress in women, but there are strongcorrelations between mari_tal status and major

. occupation, and manifest psychiatric symptoms. Themajority of \¡/omen admittea to psychi_atric facilities
are in their forties or fifties, are marïied and
are housewivesr Unmarried or working Ìâ/omen do not
exhibit psychiatric symptoms in similar percentages.
( Garai, Ig7o, p9. 134; chesler, ]r97I,pg. 746¡
Gove and Tudor, Ig73i Cooperstock, .]976t pg. lO5)
In addition, the correlations for men differ
significantly; the ratio of single to married men
r_s exactly the opposite for men Ì,yith psychiatric
symptoms as for women. (Gove and'udor , 1973rrpg.-rrn,
Cooperstock, L976,pg. 105)

!:ì|./.l.lir:i:
l::. r :i:-.:
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v Usefulness

pauline Bart, in her study of depression in
middle-aged rdomen, offers a guideline for viewing
and interpreting these kinds of findings. She
says , ,. . .. the major assumption is that. people
must feel useful to maintain their mental heaIth,,,
(Bart, L967,pg. L46) ft should be clear that
"feeling usefulo' is a complex concept. rt. can mean
you feel the thing you do benefits others. rt can
mean others make you feel that vzhat you d.o is
conseguential- rt can also mean you feel that there
is potenti-al or opportunity to be usefur or that
your personal attributes are seen positively. ït
can simply mean the perception that you have the
capabj-lity to do what is required. F,ina1l_y, ,,fee1ing
useful" can mean feeling relevant to what transpires
around you.

In his study of the relationship between the
soci-al roles of women and their sense of usefulness
and importance, lrleiss found that ,,a rather sub_
tantial proportion (252,t. said nothing made them feel
useful or important." (!üeiss and Samuelson, I95B,pg.
359) Given that most middl_e_aged women with
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h/ith psychological problems are house!üives, it
is interesting to note that less ühan half of
the women viith high school or less felt bej_ng a
housewife made them feel some r,üorth. Less than
one third. of college educated women found the
housewife role sustaining. However t 602 of all
women who were employed referred Èo their job
as a basis for feelings of j_mportance 

and,
usefulness. (Vteiss and Samuelson, 195g, pg. 359)
This stud.y was conducted several years ago,
it can be suggested that the pervasive
proposition that dissati-sfaction with the housewife
role is a very recent phenomenom may be more a func-
tion of the perception of observers- A rg4g survey
found that female corlege graduates found the
housewífe role,,stagnant and frustrating,,. ( New york
Times Magazine, .June L2, Lg[g) Iqtirra Komorovsky,s
study of women in America in 1953 revealed
essentially the same thing. (Chafe , Ig72, pg. 31I)
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vi- Self-Esteem and Role

Later hrork by Komarovsky suggests it is an
oversimplification to assume that it is only
relatively well-off or wel-l-accomplished women
who are dissatisfied wi_th the housewife ro1e.
She found that lower-class vùomen in menial jobs
enjoyed more self-esteem than lower_class r4¡omen

at home; housework was not. identifi-ed as contrib-
uting to a sense of personal achievment by the
majority of l0wer-class housewives. (Komarovsky,
1962, pp. 62 ff.)

Viewing the fj-ndings of hj_s or¡zn research and
the pertinent literature, weiss concludes that,
because of the high amount of women who report no
basis for feelings of worthr,, there is good reason
for concern about the apparent emptiness of social
roles avairable to these rn/omen.,, (vüeiss and samuelson,
1958, pg. 366)

vfeiss concluded that " horv one identifies with
a role will attack or enhance self-regard.,, (lrreiss
and Samuelson, 195Brpg. 358) Another aspect of

i - -).,
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the sustaining or destructi-ve power of rores is
thei-r ability to confer importance and worth on
individuals. A corroÌary to weissr conclusion is
that how oner s role is identified by others will
attack or enhance self_regarcl. Roles have been
defined as,'identity_giving units of cu'ture.,,
As well, a positive relationship has been
establi-shed betv/een high status and mental health.

Recent socj-ological investigation into the
placement of women in the social structure suggests
that the occupation of the male is the primary basis
for the status of a family in the North American
social structure. ,Housewifer is perceived as a
pseudo-occupation and v/omên receive their public
identity secondhand from their husbands. (Humphr€y,
L974,pg' 220) Haavio-Mannira found that the ranki_ng
of rwifer and rhousewifer , relative to other o""on-
ations' was significantly l0wer and that even the
l{rsflss¿.¿,, status of rwifer does not allow a woman
to participate and benefit from the soci-ar placement

i::.
1:,!
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of her husband. For j_nstance, in l.egal and

financial transactions, the wi-fe of a wealthy man

will stilr be treated as if she had no economic
resources. ( Oaktey, Ig74, pg. l0)
vii Age and Value.

I^iit'hin a stratification or status structure
that accords relatively lit.t.Ie st.atus to the r wife r

and 'housewifer role, it is the middle-aged vroman

who comes out on the bottom. BeJ-l reports that
"available studies point to older (40-60) women as
the lowerst prestige group in society,,. (Belt , Lg7S,
pg- 150) Pauline Bart has shown through comparitive
cultural studies that, in many cultures, this is
not the case. In many places, the status of middle_
aged \^romen compares favourably with other groups.
(Bart, 19G9) she isolates eight rerevant variables
of the differential status of middre-aged rn/omen

across curtures. For the most part, theselvar-iabr-es
reflect whether age is valued over youth- whether
older \4romen are seen as wise or useless. ^A,nother
fundqmental variable i-s whether roles for older

i i: ..:,.
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\¡romen are institutionalized on the bas_is of
skills and experience they can contribute to their
own fami-lies or community 1ife. Bart has also found
that the prestige of middre-aged r^/omen is higher in
cultures where sexual attractiveness is not an
important vaLue and, sex is viewed solely in a
reproductive context. (Bart,, Ig69)

The low prestige of middle-aged rr¡omen in our
society is not only a reflection of the placement
of women in the social structure but is substan_
tially related to the placement of women in the
age-status structure as well, A large part of the
prestige given lrromen depencls on their youth. They
lose value in the societal context when they no
l0nger are considered sexually attractive. Bell
observes ,

". . . Society picLures women as ,,oId.,, ten orfifteen years sooner than men. Nobody in thisculture wants to grow old; age is noi honored amongrus. Yet women must endure thís 
"p""i.r-'ot agingmuch sooner than men... A man,s iurinLies will notdefi'ne him as. sexually undesirable untir his latefifties. For him, ="*ú.i 'alue is aeiinea in termsof personality, intelligence and earning power.

1....::..:
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lrlomen must rest their case largely on their bodies.Their ability to at.tain status in other thanphysical \¡/ays and to translate that status intosexual attractiveness i-s severely limited by theculture' f a womanl approaching-miããi" .g. beginsto notice a.change in Lire lray people treat her...in the growing iñairt"i.r"" ót-otirers to her looksand sexuarity-she 

"""-=ãà and measurã the decrineof her worrh.,' (aeti, fõiS,pg. L46)

This so called ,,double standard of aging,, puts
middle-aged v/omen in a position of discrepancy or
tension between social ideals and social actuality.
susan sontag comments that the standards set for
female attractiveness bear no relation to what r^romen

actually 100k like- "This doubr-e standard perpetuates
the view that women have nothing to offer but their
bodies; no amount of intelligence, learning and
wisdom can make up for the lost bloom of youth,,.
(Sontagr,,g72,pg.33) The consequences of the loss
of prestige with age are especially severe for
bromen who have j_nvested most of their psychic
energy in the ¡wife roler. They become insecure in
their abirity to be a ,gramourous, attractive
companion to their husbands and are especially
vulnerable to insecurity in a relationship that
encompasses a1l their goals and. meanings. (Dulude,
I97B,pg. 16)
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As discussed previously, Bart found that middle-
aged h7.men 10st status in cultures that valued youth
over age. She also found that age statuses and the
accompanying power to destroy or enhance identity
t,trere related to the percej-ved usefulness of the
actj_vities associated with different age groups.
The three primary roles of women in our culture
are mother, wife and sexual partner. The roles
of wife and sexual partner lose their ability to
accord prestige and posi.tive self-regard for middr_e_
aged hromen in a great many cases.

Because of the differing devel0pmental patterns
of men and. women, the primary focus an<l source of
'dentity 

for middle-aged men is the consor-idation
of their occupational careers. This has been relat.ed
to both an absence of continually present emotional
support for middle-aged r¡/omen _their husbands
emotional investment is outside the home - and to
a narrov¡ing of the possibilities for the wife role
to be sustaining.. (Self, Lg69,p9.3; Fiske_Lowenthal
et.al .,!975,pg. 33; Dulude,IgTB,pg. 16)

rl::.
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viii Marital Dissatisfaction
Middle-aged r¡romen report the highest incidence

of marital dissatisfaction among all age_sex
groupings. (t ong Laws ,L97I,pg. 509; Fj-ske_Lowen_

thal et.al. rLg75, pg. 39) They usually stress
feeling lonery in their reports. Recent canadian
statistics show that 452 of all divorced women are
over 35 at the time of their divorce. (Dulude,Lg7},
ps. 10)

It is also interesting to note that, by and large,
North American men combine the wife and mother roles
when they evaluate their spouses. Being ,,a good.

mother" is a major basis for being seen as useful
and important in the eyes of a great many womensr

spouses. (Long Laws, I97l-rpg. 4Bg; Fiske_Lowenthal
et.al., Lg7S, pg.37) A lack of interpersonal
communications skilts between spouses has been

correlated to traditional marriages where their is
a rigid sexually defined division of function and
where the spouses identify each other with
inst.rumental roles . (Freeman, 19 7 4 ,pp. 3I-3)
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Summary

Taken together, these findings may be seen to
from a picture of middle agêr especialty for
Èrad.itionally oriented r^romen, as marked by

increasingly lessopportunity for soci-ar desirability
as a wife and a sexual partner, and. a restiction of
avenues to serf-worth and importance. rn addition,
it can be,suggested that many middle-aged women do

not receive emoti-onal support from their spouses.
Feelings of depression and. meaninglessness exist
more in middle-aged women than in other groups.
Low status and feelings.'of meaninglessnes and

isolation are typical characteristics of groups

experienci-ng social problems. pauline Bart has

shown that middle age is not necessarily a problem
for women across cultures. Her research suggests that i:

there may be a socio-cultural basis for the
situation of middle-aged women. The relationship
between marital status, occupationar- rore and the
psychological and social difficulties among middle-
aged r^7oîren suggested above has been deduced from
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the different prevalence rates among married
versus unmarried women and among vromen who
are occupied inside versus those occupied
outside the home. Furthermore, large scale
prevalence studies have found a correlation
between age and various psycho_social problems
for women but not for men as well as different
patterns of incidence of alcoholism, suicide
depression,Iegal drug use and psychiatric
admissions. The extent of these situati-ons i_s
markedly increased for married women in middle
age and i-s greater for married. women Ín general
in the cases of legaI drug use, depression and
psychiatric admissions. Finally, taking Henshel
and Henshel r s crj-teria for social probJ-ems
(extent of suffering, number of people affected
and streng.ùh of feelings evoked), the statistical
data strpports the proposi-ti-on that middle-aged
womensufferinsufficj-ent1y1argenumbers.The
qualit-y of feeling attached to their situation
v¡ilI be presented in Èhe next sect.i_on in order
to enlarg'- the context for further discussion,
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Conclusions

Middle age for married women has been defi-ned
previously as the stage in life when childrearing
ceases to be a primary activity. This occurrence
is widely ref erred to as ,,empty nest,,. Traditional
perspectives on the development of adult üromen see
an empty nest crisis as part of the normal couïse
of events as something to be expected, There is
some weight of truth in this view. Hovrever, for
many women the empty nest stage is not a problem.
rn fact' i-t enhances their ability to find roles

'and activit-i-es that increase their sense of, import_
ance and worth.++ It cannot be denied that common
sense dictates that raising children is a demanding
enterprise which consumes a great deal of the
vToman's time and energy. rt follows that if a :

component of oners life disappears, there has to
pose. It
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may also be that focussing one's energies in one
area for a long period of time affects the ability
to make these changes.

Descriptive and Analytical Material:

rn a survey of empiricar studies on the
psychology of r^romen i_n the later years, Julia
Sherman concludes that a major issue for middle_
aged hromen is identity. She distinguishes the
problem from other devel0pmental "identity crises,,
and comments, ,o ... The identity problem for
vTomen is not so much in achieving identity but
mastering shifts in identity. (Sherman ,Lg7L,pg.2I)

Middle age for women is associated with a
dessication of status and. prestige. The capacj_ty
to predict and control onets social context and to
be able to establish continuity of meaning through
various shifts in the relationship between the
individuar and the envi-ronment is cruciar- to adaptÍve
ability. (Marri s,Lg.74,pp.I6-7; Martin ,rra os*ona,
Lg75, pp. 33g-4L, 362-3) The perceived
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ability to contror and predict oners social
context and a personal sense of competence and
worth has been found to rely, in large part, on
the structure of the environment in which the
indi-vidual acts. (WeÍsstein, L97I; Martin and
osmond, Lg74 ) uajor structural factors influencing
'both subj ective and external perceptions of sociar
power and the consequentiality of an individual,s
acts are "the conditions that govern the relative
dependence of i-ndividuars in a sociar rerationship.,,
(MacDonald, 1977 rpg. 7aÐ The rsocial por,rer, literature
emphasizes that the qualitj_es of a peïson have a
much weaker relationship to the amount of influence
exerted than his or her contextual definition
(Martin and Osmond,1974rpp. 362_3; MacDonald, Ig77,
pg' 708) Finally, Marjorie Fiske-Lowenthal,s
research into the dynamics of major life changes
led. her to conclude that...

Í a sense of inner control was clearly themost important of pre_transitiånãr-ã"ö"i-aions. . .whether or noL the individual rorã"ãr,froblemswith his main transition had little ;.å;;;;=ä;whether his attitude tor"i:¿ :.t-r"=-pãJrti,r" o=negative, the amour.lt of planni-ng or his sense ofbeins in conrrol- " (Fi;ke:;owenrhar .t.rrllïõirî'p9.209)
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Thus, if a large number of midd.le_aged v/omen

perceived a lack of control over internal and

external forces, could not envision a roLe that
provided them with meaning or identi-ty-enhancing
goatrs or h/ere depend.ent on others to provide
continuj-ty of purpose through time, there is
justification in berieving that their ability
to the change accompanying empty nest would be

severely limited.

Gerald SeIf identifies the most common

characteri-stÍc. of middr-e-aged American housewives
to be " a pervasive lack of confidence in their
own abilities"- (self, L969,pg.2) His observations
were based on interviews with 2tOOO v¡omen during
a five year period. The $/omen were participants
in discussion prîogrammes for middle-aged women at
oakland university and. in cornmunity centres in the
State of Michigan. Self relates this sense of
incompetence to a rack of feedback for housewives
on their rear abilities and a lack of external
objective criteria for self-evaluation. He

characterizes the position of the midd.le-aged
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housewife as one without criteria for performance.
(sett ,Lg69,PP.2 ff . )

self r s observation was reiterat.ed in the Fiske-Lowenthal study. The study found that. l^¡omen of al1agres repeatedly said that they felt a need for egro_

:::::"rh 
and po$/er. +++ rn parricurar , 35eo 

", .;"middle-aged r¡/omen expressed a need to be more
"imaginaÈive,,. The study linked these expressed
need.s to an anticipation of future changes and acal1 for nelr modes of adjustment. (Fiske_Lowenthal
et.al., Lg7l.pp.77_g) rhe sense of a 1ack ofimagj-nation may reflect an antj_cipation that thechange in life is not posj_tive. Again, as in Self ,swork, this study found that the strength of self_image was not so much a ftrnction of a particular

configuration of events but of the existence offeedback on performance from others.

confidence,' fpg. 7i;-"*'," fnore mastery and
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rn her exami-nation of the sociar horizons and

activity patterns of her sample, Fiske-Lowenthal

states that the extent of the family-centredness
of her respondents' rifestyle h'as striking. (Fiske-
Lowenthalret.al., 1975rpg. 235) She notes a

behavioral committment to their jobs and. an

exceptionally stable history in the women who

worked. However, the middle-aged women in her
sample, f.or the most part, tlr/ere not primarj-ly
committed to their work and saw their employment

income as a contribution to the lifestyle of
their families. Most of these r^¡omen said that
they would leave their jobs or pass up chances

for advancement if their occupational
responsibilities drained the energy theyoculd.
direct to family resonsibilities. (Fiske-
Lowenthal et.al., Lg75r pg. 20) fhese ïesponses
would' seem to be at odds with the earrier reported
findings which suggest that occupational roles
provide a basis for self-esteem for more women

than the homemaker-wife-mother functions
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However, they can be seen to reflect the psychic
demands normatively required in the family of
ri/omen in our culture ancl not as a statement of
the relative satisfact,ion inherent in these roles.

Marjorie Fiske_Lowenthal and other writers
have related the lack ofq Lrre racK or primary occupational
commi-ttment to the di-scontinuity and contingent
nature of v.romensr lifestyles. lVomen are compelled
to structure their goals around the needs of
oihers, especially their husbands , and. so may not
have the option of grasping the opportunities thatprovide the most satisfacÈion to them. (Coser and
Rokoff,r968,P9.552; Bem and Bem ,rgTI; sherman,
I97I,chap . 2i Fiske-Lowenthal et. aI ,Ig7S,pg.22)
orienting most of their energy to famí'y responsibi-

]ities 
is a mode of accomodating to ext.ernally

rmposed restrictions.
Notwithstanding the social forces that may

create the situationrmiddle-aged vromen suffering
from a lack of adaptive resources and a great many
women of all ages exist within a very narro\^/ sp'ere

Rokoff on rhis page and all 
"ñ"ñ;;r cirationsro rhese authorè ãrr""i¿ ,ã"a"iõiT.*=,,
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of roles. In general, they participate in few

extra-familial roles and rely on their affiliations
within the family to construct their self-image.
An almost exclusive identification with the
housewife-wife-mother role has been identified
with depression, menopausal distress and emotional
problems focussed on the empty nest. (Kisik rLg6L¡
Bart, Ig67,pg. L2¡ Dulude tLgTgrpp-14-6)a-Iarger role
scope has been positivery correlated to individual
deveropment and adaption. simmel, for example, noted.

that membership in dyads or groups that make

conflicting demands provides increased opportunity
for the development of a comprex individualized
personality. (Fiske-Lowenthal et.al,L97S,pg. IO)

Thus it can be inferred that an exclusive identific-
ation with family roles puts middle-aged. women in
a vacuum when these functions are dessicated and they
are left without an alternative sphere of action.
However, to contribute the pervasive demoralization
of middle-aged. vromen to the loss of the mother-role

:.i i,i
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or menopause might be simplistic..Empty nest is
not perceived as problematic through cur-tures. The
vray one Ídentifies v¡ith a role is a function of its
rmpact on self_image. The perception of personal
por¡/er seems to be related to the balance of
independence and' dependence i-n others for identity
and to structural exigencies.

The empty nest crisis need not be viewed. as
rmaternal role 

'oss,. 
Rather, it may be seen as in

a continuum where the previous role damaged.

capacity to make fuhrre adaptations. The findings
on the smalt contribution to self-worth and. the
relative status of the traditional female roles
may be considered evid,ence to this effect

rt has been suggested that self-image f,or the
traditional mother-housewife_wife, in large part,
consists of structuring one,s life around of others
and is dependent on affiliation wiÈh others for
its support- Life-satisfaction in many middle-aged
women is strongly related to immediate environmental
feedback. ( Wyct<of f , I97L¡ Bardwic k,Lg72,pg. I57,pp.
320-4'pp' 307-r4; chesler,Lg72,pg- 39) characteristics
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of such an id.entity structure may mean that empty

nest or rmaternal role loss' calls for.new
intra-personal quali-ties whj.ch have not been

developed- Gerald self identified. a pervasive
conflict around. the issue of dependence and

índependence i-n the middre-aged women he had. met.
He explaíns,

- 'l- . - unspoken questions centre around dependence
?ttd independence. . .contemplet.ed or actual involvmentin activities, especiarly if successf"i... trr=ã"tã"=to upset the d.ependent rãlationship which the woman
l"F.enjoyed and desperately needs io maintain...Ambition by these wòmen is oft.en termed ;; - - - -

g'ggressiveness and the emotionally healthy desireto use talents and energies to tfrê futf""i ."negative and undesirable. "
Closely related. to Èhis issue is the womanr s

"directly and consist.antry expressed need for the
blessings of some authority". (Self ,Lg69,pg. 6)

self believes this issue is directJ-y rerated
to the lack of legitimation of her own needs to
which a trad,itional woman has accomodated.

,Y4*æÆi'ì:z;rì:tz,pü¿t4:l.ff .:ë

'.:.t ::. l
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He adds,

"Thè third-major psychol0gical 
-characteristicof the American-irou"ärit"-¡¿other 
Ir. no sense ofpersonal competencez 2. depressioni is the"idenriry crisis;;-. :. -ir,iJ-ä;;ãï;id" 

1".*= roarise because these ,o*"r, havã ã;;;Ë"à rhe majorportion of rheir 
""";;î;; ro rhe a*ainmenr ofother peoples t-;";r;.1]]' pri*1_.ilv rheir husband.s,occupational advancemeni and their childrens racademic progress aiter years of such sacrificemany 

'ose 
sight of their own needs .rrã torrg termgoals ' Aspirátions rhi; r,vere once herd are of tentorgotten or discardeã-an¿ a sense of"dj-rectionlessness,, pi"rr.ïr=.,,-iðãiti- rn69,pg. 7)

Dependency and passivity in relation to personal
needs have been correlated to low self__esteem.
(Bardwick,Ig72, pg. l57,pp. 320_4) Vrlhen excessive
psychic energy i-s directed at meeting others, needs,
the capacity to assess and, deal with i-ntrapsychic
issues becomes ¡atrophied,. 

When all identity is
based on others, an individual may not develop
personal resources that a110w her to define herself
any other $'ay- self's obervation that achievement
seems to threaten a mi-ddle-aged woman r s basis for
identity correlates wi-th findings in major studies
on middle age or the development of women. The
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works of Judith Mill-er, Ruth Moulton and Bernice
Neugarten present evidence that traditionally
oriented r¡/omen see these qualities as inimical to
the central functions of motherhood and that they
invoke self-doubt in these vromen. (iveugarten ,.Ig64,
p9. 85; MilJ.errI973,pg. 360; Moultonr1973,pp .45_g)
The women studied. said that these traits may
enhance the worth of a woman only if they supptrement
raÈher than replace traditional roles and relation-
ships. Thus, it is not surpri_sing that a content
analysis of research on middle-aged 

'/omen identified
a major psychorogical probrem for tham as ,,being so
involved with others they cannot disengage.f (sherman,
I97Ltpg.22)

For many üromen, the 
'oss 

of the mother function
and the restriction of the wife function become a
double bind to continue to derive identity from
others creates an uncomfortable and untenabl_e
dependency that lowers their sense of personal
poh¡er and limits their sources of gratificationrto
participate in role spheres outside the home threat-
ens any sense of adeguacy that has remained intact.

_,i:.l,rr l
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Given the manner in which T¡romen identify with these
options, the pervasive anomie and the contrast in
perception of environment of middle-aged women to
other groups is understandablej

Hogie rrÍyckoff summarized the dynamics that
underlie the inability to disengage in terms of
transactional psychology. A concept that is often
used in transactional psychology i_s that of the
"banal script" " scripts are life-plans induced in
childhood from the image one forms of oneself through
the injunction and attributions of authority figures.
Banal scripts are those in which the indivÍduar does
not seek roles on the basis of subjective requirements
but' rather, almost automaticarly does what his or
her ascribed characteristics demand. ïn banal life-
scripts, the indi-vidual 'takes¡ roles rather than
creates them- The fundqmental premise of transactional
analysis is that psychological integration is based
on an appropriate ratio of ,,strokes,, (recog,nitionr êgo
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enhancement) to strokes given. If this ratio is
skewed, the functioning abi-rity of the individual
will be impaired

lrlyckoff t s analysis of womens r scripts is based
on the premise that the devel0pment of nurturing and
suportive capacities will 0blige them to give out
more strokes than they receive. She says,

"''' women become one dimentionar- specialistsincapable of functioning-autonomously and aretrained to accept the mfst.iricaÈiãn-irrrt they arenot o.K. and inadequate and inaepãn¿;L, so theymust embrace a situation of rti"'L"--ãxfioitation.(I{yckoff, rsTlr pp. iã:ïzi
Wyckoff summarizes a typical middle_aged

womanrs script this v/ay.

"... she takes care of herself.she siv;"-il";tt-ï 
"t'ãrãå r"";åI":;.:;to,.u rhar shegets and accepts this ineguity because she feelsshe is the reãst i*portá"Ë member of the family andher worth is only aä á-"äù="" or supplies. Thisineguity is conslantly maàe tegitimäi"-Uy tt"media's promotion of iho.r""rife,, and mother ascapable of providirg ,o*.r, woth *"""i"õ and ful_fillment- she feels-*"iir,i"ss because itrokes andmeaning in life do not "o*" to her for herself...but for her husband -n¿-ãrrirdren. I{hen her tasksand usefulness ends, often coj_ncidental withmenopause, she undergoes psychic aeattr.(involutionar merancñoriai;' iriiãrä;i:iö 7L,ps. t6)

l : t':i 1..::ir':llir.X:i¿
Ì::t:lr-|i'.: l::ì:r l,+;'r
ti: ::lì :.i :irr
I,"ì
t..
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If the nurture and support of others is almost

the exclusive basis for survival and any activ'ty
that usurps these roles is equated with psychic
death, it is not surprising that middre-aged women
are the exception to research fj_nd.ings that most
people antícipating major life events see théir
future as positive. (Bart, Lg67 rpg.L44; Fiske-
Lowenthal et. al., irgT|r pg. 205)

It has also been observed that middle_aged
Ilromen in an identity crisis are usually unable
to describe their p::ob'em specifically and tend
to feel guilty about not being satisfied with
their situation' A relationship may exist between
these two difficulties and the threatening
implications of blaming or expressing anger at the
very people who 'justify' their existence. Gerald
Self comments as follows in this subject.

"...the oerceived loss of attractiveness,functiorirrg änirity-"r-rñãtever else the womanrealisticarly iaeni.iti"=--"r imaginãs usu.rrvgenerates great anger- But, rrt"'ã"i-¡ä"ùr"*ed forone's age or menopãuse? rÀ"", many v¡omen are caughtin the dil_emna of tryirrg-to contain a rage whoseexpression has _no 3nËroóriate target:-... trri" rageis internalized- and'äiiã"tàa towards rhe serf
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The peculi-ar manner in which many r{romen deal withnormal anger generated by their å""iià"*ent is thesecond major cause of ttä feminine-ããir"="ir"
syndrome which occurs with 

"""rr-Ër"qJårr"y.,,(Setf , 1969,pg. 4)

Marjorie Fiske-Lowenthal found that mi-ddle-aged
women who exhibj-ted symptoms of situational
distress complained of "confusion,, in rarge numbers.
However, her review of the literature revealed. that
most middle-3ge¿ \^/omen do not feel that empty nest
or menopause are particular problems. The majority
saw these events as a relief from fear of pregnancy
and the time-consuming demands of childrearj_ng
(Fiske-Lowenthal et.aI .,l-975,pg. 23) These data
are consonant with the report on middle age of
the canadi-an Advisory council 0n the status of
vüomen and pauline Bartrs research into middle-aged.
hromensr perception of these events. (Bart, ltg67
ptg. 12; Dulude ,I97g,pg. 19)

The idea that t not knowing who to blame,r
contributes to middle age depression and confusion
has been reiterated in other examinations of the
problem and in the work of phyllis Chesler in
particular. (Chesler, l-g7I, pg. 746)
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Many middle-3ged lvomen are confused and target

their anger inward- This is the logicar conclusion
of the evidence presented above:

a) the correlation established between the
incidence of social difficulties and the end of
the childrearing stage

eeen the
structure of the traditional female role and
adaptabitiry

' c) and fina1ly, the suggestion that any change
in d,irection is not capatibl-e with the values of
many rniddle-aged r,romen

Pauline Bart stresses the distinction
the sadness at seeing children leaving and
problem of empty nest crisís. She says,

between

the

I'It is the_ loss of the role it.self that isto blame and the way it ;;
i*" i*ä-;;t";iãr .-
to the maternal rore "iã---="tfering the unat.te¡idedconsequences of that commitni".tt-.. 'ltriy-ro*.r, ,rroadapt were very close witñ their chilãren while agreat number ryho get aepiãssed did nãt-get alongwirh rhem. " ( in-ouruãã;itie,pð]*r;;- '

These ,'unattended consequences,, have been

irt ,
':.'':
1, 

t..

:.-..

rlil::i:iì,¡..

ì--r..-:-.i:.
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identified as a progressive decl-ine in personal
growth values, a rack of sense of control
accompanied by a crj_ppling dependence on others,
a limited role scope and inadequate personal
resources to adapt. to transitional stress.
(se1f, 1969,pg. 6¡ Fiske-Lowenthal et.al., LgTS
ps. Is9)

Marjorie Fiske-lowenthal summarized the
situation of middle-aged v/omen in her sample as
follows.

: _ ^]Th"_profile of women facing the empty nestr-s one of not very ',quiet a""páí"ti"";' . . . thesemiddre-aged Ìâ/omen were the Ieåst =ù;; of themselvesof all qroups and their uneasy and often conflictingcharacterizãtions 
"r-trt.*=elv-es ="gõ.Jt identityconfusion if not_outrighf ,,"riãill,.jõñ"_r,rrure 

inseneral looked break 
"ñ¿ "*pt;-;; i iäl-l and rhemajority did not feel in control. ffr"y reportedthemselves ro be unr,appy; -;i;ü-;ånåijIåu 

morepsychological 
lyrnetomä-Êt.r, anyonè else; and they.v¡ere the most likãIy to say at some time they hadcontemplared suicidã- rheií iirã-äiviåË ,"="primarj-ly simplistis. *;;*- v,Ihile tñ"í-frãd more complexsocial horizons than younger r,vomen and artruisticgoals . ..they _!"I!..rrär-"y-about ifr"ir-.¡i1ity andmotivation to realize tñåm. Regardless of the amountof stress they experienced, th"t-;;;ã-pr"o".upiedwith ir- Manv seeired i;-ãiåp;i;'J;;; Ën"i, marriasesand what they sensed to be ãn increà"irrg dependencyon their husbands. ,' (Fi_ske_Lowenthal ãi. af . ,.,g7 S ,pg. 199) e¡¡s4 çu

activities" (pg. l3)
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Pauline Bart and Marjorie Fiske-Lowenthal both

observed that the particulars of a womanrs situation
vrere not directly correlated to the amount of distress
reported- whether the woman had a good experience
as a ¡:,arent or whether there r,trere particular
difficurties in her environment at the time was

basically irrelevant. The crucial rvariables, seemed

to be:

a) an ability to envisage a substitute role
that did not represent "seIf-estrangement" that
was not "inimical to self-ideal set,,
(Seemanr 1959)

b)whether the structure of the adult role the
woman had. herd. to that point had arlowed her to
attend to matters of personar growth or had damaged

her ability to perceive of herserf as competent in
her own right

Though an inherently dysfunctional life
sítuation can occur at any êgêrfor either sex, the
incidence of dispair and psychorogicar difficulties

l't" :. .:: :.

;]'. i:r'J:r-.ri.,..i i-,.
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in middle-aged lvomen has been reported to have

;:::ï:";::"1::1ï_l':n"',i-ns" and,- be ;;;;,"
most other groups. (?rretzel,1976b'pg.1l) That the evi¿:ro^^^

siruarionar or psych";iïï"::"ä:: 
::"".

::, 
"""tcommi't 'ment to the traditionar- femarerole and that it suggests that successfuladjustment through life is negatr""ro-äelated

to',feminine characteristics,, (Long Laws, IgTLtÞg. 4gS¡Cooperstock, ]-976,pg. LA7 ¡ Fiske_Lowenthal_. et.al.,I97írpg. 2Lg) further demonstrates that thedifficuLties of middle_aoerr Í¡7^ñ^_
of a ratent 

ged women meet the criteriasocial problr
able and destructiv] ;;;,:;rï ïïï.:::,:"t.-to be social in origin exists

fn this gfroup, the extent of the difficultieswould sêem to preclude an interpretation relying onthe unigue characteristics of individual situationsor isolated constellqtions of events in particularlives. Those who strj_ctly adhere to consensual_norms experience more trouble than those ,ono Uo

'" _ J::-:i::t
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not' Therefore' it is reasonable to eliminate an
explanation based on devj.cnclz. A Dysfunctional_
interpretation assumes that the characteristics
of troubled, roiddle-aged v/omen render them
incapable of meeting the functional requirements
of the corlectivity' (Merto nrLgTr,pg- B2o) Materiar-
presented in subsequent chapters of this essay
wíl' support the view that,wíbhin widely-a""uia.u
definitions of these requirements, the situation
of middle-aged Ì\70men is nst seen to have substantial
impact on the workings of essential sectors of
society.

However, there seems to be little guesti_on that
a great number of middle-aged !üomen cannot deri.ve
any meaning or find any purpose in their
environment' some studies have suggested that the
situation of middle-aged women i-s related both to
strict adherence Èo norms and an absence of norms.
Belknap and Friedman found that a 10ss of identity
can be due to either institutionalization (aftruiltic)
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or to the disappearence of normative minima(anomie)
Strict adherence to institutional norms candeny the unigue humanÍty of an ,"r;;;;; ;.ultimately destroy any capacity for autonomy. ïn theother hand' social interaction is dependent on somekind of framework and must collapse in the absenceof norrns. (Belknap and. Friorîm-* ìô,^,-ç¿^¡rc¿p and Frj_edman, Ig4grpg. 370) fnthis context it is not difficult to imagine howone can lead to the other. lf altrusj_m hampers

autonomous function, it rnay Ìogically follow thatthe symptoms of anomie,which are thematically
linked as aspects ef impotence or inco:
can resurt. 

v¡ ¿r¡comPetencet

^€ 
rn "The Meaning of Alienation,,, the situationur anomie was correlated I

and alack or parricip".r",i"r,l"r::Ï";::ir"r:,
groups. (Seemanr1959) The author found fivecorrelates to alienation: feelings of socialisolation, normlessness 

, feelings o, *".rrrnglessness,
feelings of powerlessness and seLf_estrangment_
"fai-lure to meet serf-ideaf set,, -r";-five features
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have been widely identified as indigenous to the
situati-on of middle-aged women who identify with
traditionat sex-role values. ïn terms of the
social problem, then,the difficulties of middle-
aged v7.men can be defined as widespread alienation
in a large number of persons. ïn addition, a
theoretical assumption underlying the concepts of
alienation and anomie is that"there is a disparity
between cultufal goals and opportunity in the social
structure for individuals to achieve a sense of
social cohesion,, _ to be able to identify their
needs with the functions availabre to them. (Davi.s,
Lg7O,pp.36-7)

one theoretical perspective that seeks to
outline the dynamics of alienation uses the
concept of the "Unemployed Self ,,. The central_
assumption is that the fundomental and universal
dynamic behind modern culture i-s utilitarianism.
Following from thj_s assumpti.on, it is proposed
that to receive rewards and opportunities, an

t'1:r:

i'.:.t
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individual must submit to an educati-on and asoci-alization that, early on, validate andcultivate only those selected parts of theindividual that are expected to.have subseguentutility. Once the indivj_dual is inducted into thisstructure, she receives rewards or oppora"*rr";

_.:, 
nr"nortion to the percept.ion of usefulness ofothers in a collectively defined hierarchy. Thus,the utili'tarian framework constitutes a sef.ectivemechanj.sm that divides the world . into the ,,useful,,

and the Inot useful.,, Another implication of theUtilitarian ssumption is that the opportunities
available in such a culture include or excludecertain attributes and teach the j-ndividual toorganize self and personalj_ty to conform tooperating standards of utility. This theoreticalframework includes the notion that those attributesof a person that do not dj_rectly relate to hercollectively defined function impinge 

"" n";utility and,hence, the personality 
", =o"r"; structure :,ì- : .:l:i:!:.:,ii..:''-: -:1., L i

i: l::ii:iìlr:' liÊìir Ì;
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that is not viewed as potentially usefuL is',managed,, by . system of closing avenues forthe experience of thos,

reaves only one opri""-_ ^:::t:- 
rhus, rhe sysrem

roLes circ 
social adjustment to

ï¡Ihen an individual is unable 16 adjust, theresults are alienation 
r

Lgzor sêc.- 
cr rebelLion' (Gouldner.

Ilrpart 3r,,The Unemployed Self)å, definirion of rhe probtems 
", _r;;e_asedÌ^romen within this framework would seem to becompatible wj-th the description of femj_ninemiddle_aged crisj.s presented earlier in termsof transactional psycholc

that, becaus 
)gy' Itryckoff beLieved

accept , aoa'" 
of their socialj-zation' adult r4¡omene structured 

,

and neslecr or are ""*n"r;:î ;""# :;".n"."cultivation of their or./n personal resources. She

:;:t:l;ir.ï"' 
since nurturins is ""..""*r"";"=usefulness of adult v!¡omenrat m¿AAfeâgêr their perceived usefurness to the system is
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over and.rso, they suffer from alienation, an
alienation j_nduced by their j_solation fronr
fulfilling opportunities,low status j-n a
collectively-defined hierarchy of utility and
being barred from alternatives.

This kind of perspective considers individual
and societal functioning together. Jesse 

""r;";;-believes that social problems can only be
understood in such a manner rather than existing
in ,macror or ,micror universes. She argues fora . unity in social science and underscores thesymbiotic relationshj-p between psychology andsociology. In this context, the distinction

between studies of the individual and studies
of society becomes an academic convenience. Bernardidentifies the interaction of the individual tstaÈus and role as the frame of reference for
examining Èhe problems of the second half of thetwentieth century. (Bernard,, I9S7,pg. x,pg. 50)
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If we accept the contention widespread

depression in middle_aged women is fundqmentally
related to the forces operating in an essentially
Utilitarian culture, the prevalence of this illness
is strong evidence for the concrusioh that an
inaability to funct.ion within ci-rcumscribed roles
leads to either ari-enation or rebellion. The evid.enee
that large numbers of middle_aged r^/omen are
alienated has been presented earlier. phyllis chesler
has proposed that depression in traditionally-oriented
v/omen can also be understood as an expression of
rebellion against restricti-ve definitions of their
functions' gri-ef'y, her thesis is that an individual
who is in a subservient posit'on to others and who
can find no other alternatives will r4rage ,,coveït,,
rebelli-on against those who have power over her by
manifesting slmptoms of depression- These symptoms
make her unable to fill the role she finds ,rrra".r.¡r".
Chesler desc:cibes this kind of depression as an
"unconscious strike d.irected toward resented task
masters". (Chesler , I97L, pF - 746 ff .)
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Within this context, subseguent chapters willinvestigate the view that the widespread dispair ofmiddle-aged v¡omen is a result of thej.r inability

to adjust to legitimate expectations. The attemptwill be made to ascertain the extent to which the

::r::""t 
a*ribures of women are undersrood in rermsc¡r Ë''êif utilit'y as mothers- The widely-supported

defini-tions of adult rifomen wil. be examined toascertain the degree to which they deny reward oropportunity outside a collectively-defined function tthe degree to which the titilj_zation of the ,,non
useful" segments of woman,s selves is seen asinimical to the collective good and,,fina_Ily, thedegree to which problems posed by current
definitions of female functions are ignored. Throughthis investigation, the concepÈ of the ,,urr"*pfoy.;".
self" as applicable to the situation of middle-aged
tnromen witl be thoroughly exami.ned.

Fina'ly, the proposition that utilitarian culturemanages the aspirations of individuals and groupsby not acknowledging alternatj.ve roles merit
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recognition will be examined in the light of
of evidence that the situation of middle-aged
r4romen lacks the legimization of dominant groups.

The exploration of these question may provide
a theoretical framework unifying divergent
def initions of . ttre problem

The statistical data available on the incidence
of various phenomena generally accepted as indicatorsof a social problem and individual distress have beenreviewed' These data indicate that the incidence ofpsychiatric i'lness, suicide, alcoholism and legaldrug use markedly increases in women at middle ageand is correlated to marital status and má þroccupation. The prevalence rate for these

difficulties is not comparable for men, 

-,]l*...r"u

women or v/omen who primarily identify themselves
with spheres outside the family, fn addition, nocorrelations have been found in the literature
between these socj-al indicators and age for men

l:' :iì:;)::l+
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These statistics suggest that these problems are
rearted to sex status and widespread similarities
i.n the circumstances of middl_e_aged h/omen rather
than individual life situations. As well, they
indicate that unmarried men have more problems
than married men, suggesting that the ,n"""" ."r"
holds different implications for the two sexes.

Descriptive data on the characterisitcs
colnmon to middle _aged ï^zomen have been presented
and related to some theoretical conceptions of
social and psychol0gical functioning.r.iterature
hras cited in support of the conLention that the
housewi.fe-mother role received less 

".";;" .;";
rsis for

feelings of importance and sel_f_worth for many
t¡romen. Middle.aged r^/omenrin particularr couLd
find litt1e meaning or purpose in their daily
lives

The propostion that the structure of the
traditj_onal housewife_mother role presented
obstacles to finding alternatives at middle age
was related to social power. If social poi¡rer
r-s correlated to the ratio of dependence and

ir'.:.

I
I
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independence in social rel_atj_onships, the

, :*"]"sive 
dependency on others for identity inherentrn traditional roles may resuJ-t in perceptions oflittl_e social pol^rer and -lc¡rr7 c{_=.È.,-_ r_

Ì,roman and rhose around 
":: 

status bv both the

Research that is consistanÈ with the view thattraditional mi-ddre-aged r470men have held adult ror-esthat compel them to be dependent on others ,; 
v¿uÈ

identity, to exist within a narroty role scope andthat offer little opportunity to rece've feedbackon their personal competence has been reviewecl.rdentification with the traditional mother-wife
role was seen to be negatively correrated tosocial and personal difficulties. The research
suggested that committment Èo traditional sex rolesmay be a predi_ctor of sociaL difficulties inmiddle age' The relationship between theèe two
'variables' is more evident then 

""" ""rr"r;;""between stressful events in individual 
"ia.r.aiorr"or personality characteristics

''1 ..

ir'.!\ t
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The st.ructural dependence and limits to

alternate meaningful purposes leaves many midd.le_ 
,,.,,,1,.,1,aged women with,no viable alternatives. Some

authors belj_eve this is due to a personal value
internalized by traditional r¡/omen which causes them

j"i'ìt":t:"to see aÌternative roles as threatening their ¡.;.'',''
essential identity- equating femi.nity with nurturing. il,,.-,These r^/omen see assertiveness as i_nimical to both 

'': :'::'

feminity and nurturing. However, assertiveness andpersona' maste'ry are seen as essential to adapÈive
capacity. Vfithin this framework, either a traditio_
nal female role or substitutingr a more autonomous
role destroy identity- rn addition, findings that
how one identifies with a role will determine its
empact have been related to descriptive material
illustrating that the sense of a lack of social
po!ì/er and the inal¡i1ity to relate intrapsychj.c
needs to any particular course of action have
led many middle-ggea r^romen to exhibit symptoms
of self-estrangement.

-,- .:i l

i '.r. .:.' :
i.::::1:

i'j...-\1!.iì
i,rl,.-::,_.:1.'..1:rì
Ì , ,.: ... ',.i:
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Marvin Seeman,s work on alienation off,ers a
framework in which strict adherence to norms at
one point in ti-me can be seen to lead to an
anomic situation charactarized by psychic
exhaust.ion, low status, low self_esteem and an
inability to find meaningful guidelines j_n

environment. parallel frameworL" ritfri.,
psychology vyere presented in order to unify the
individual and social contexts of the problem.

Se1f" has been presented. It has been suggested
that a defj_nition of the problem of middle_aged
h7.men within this framework would account for
any discrepancy between widely-held views of the
situation of this group and the extant empårica'
data and exprain why their probrem is not
recogni-zed as a legj-timate pubric concern. ït
v¡as also proposed that the consequences foreseen
within the conception of the dymanics of the
"Unemployed self,, in a utilitarian culture are
paralleled in the si-tuation of many Èraditionalry
oriented middle_aged vromen

l,:::.::::
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Given the descriptions of the situation of

mi-ddle-aged women, the conclusion has been drawn
that it meet.s the criteria of a latent social
problem. There is evidence to support the case
that the difficulties of this group are social
in origin, are not primarily the function of
pensonal attributes or individual life events
and that they are affecting a large number of
people.

(.1., : l

,] ...;
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CHAPTER THREE

SOCTÃI STANDARDS

Introduction
A centrar- criterion of a social problem is theexistence of a signifj-cant discrepancy between

social standards and social actuality. (Merton,
I97I,pg. 7g4) The response to such an incongruiÈy
will dependrfor the most part, on the values
relevant, to the situation. ,,ÀIer,rr issues and new
problems can emerge without any objective ehange
in status as a result of a change in prorities of
value. " (Davis,Ig7O,pg.30) Herbert Blt
that "soc'ar problem= 

-,r" 
J;;irï;:"::"=";

a process of collecti_ve definition instead of
exisiting indepedently as a set ofobjective socÍal
arrangements with an intrinsic make_up.,, (Blumer,
L97lrpg. 2gg,) He presents evidence to support the
case that world_view and ideology are chief
determi-nants of societal reaction to ,social problems.

:l::.1

'' -t-.:

i

l.jj .'i -
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and that the world_view of social scientists
affects their reacti-ons in the same way. Thus,
socia1scientists'interpretationsofevents

should be seen as ap'rt of the collective
definition of standards and not as pure reporÈage.

rühether these values and ideol0gies a110w thelegitimization of a situation as 
" prruri. concernis directly related to the observer of the situatÍon.social problem literature identifies the relevantgroups to be those that are ,functionally

significantr, !dominant, or !salient,. 
The

'circumstances that are problematic must be seen topertaj-ntothewe1fare.ofthese'significantl,
rdominantr or ,salient, groups_

Robert lr{erton, among others, has identified
social scientists as one the the primary forces
in accomodating the remediation of the objectively
percej-vable distress of particualr groups inÈoeollective definitions of acceptabte social
standards. However, soci-al scientistsr descripti-ons
of social situations select those characteristics
perceived to be sal'ent in terms of the theoret'cal
baqe of their particular academic area.

i':.: ::¡.
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(Gouldner,!970 rpg. gli Merton , I97L,pg. g0B;

Mednick and. Tangri,1972rpg. 6¡ Henstrel and
HensheL,I973rpg. 75) Thus, social science not 

'

only serves a function of integrating previousÌy
unrecognized phenomena in to the social landscape
but determines by choice of emphases the ideol0gicar
context within which they will be perceived. ,

As staÈed previousryrthe knowledge and varues
of social work are widely acknowledged to be
derived from psychology and sociology, particularly
from psychoanalytic frameworks and the instrumental-
posivistic theories of sociology.. ( Lucas,E.S.Vü.,
I97Irpg. 324; Henshel and Henshel, L9T3,pg g4¡
Meisel and tr'riedman rLgTA.rpg. 70¡ ¡ñeLze*rI976a,
pp' 232-3) Materi-al has been presented demonstrating
thaÈ the social work profession formally integrates
an issue into fields of practice on the basis of
official soci-etal sanction

In the previous chapterrit was represented
that the social actuality of midd.le_aged women as
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a group may be consideïed as a latent social
problem. Given the function of social science
described above' a review of the sociar standards
and interpretations of the meanings of these
standards in the social science frameworks from
which social work practice is derived is of
interest. Some practice literatuqe which directly
relates the ways the social science knowledge
base is integrated into interventive frameworks
will also be reviewed.

A descripÈion of widery-accepted criteria
should offer insight into the degree of
incongruence betweeen the circumstances of adult
women and social_ standards. ïf there is no
disparity, this may aid in describing how the
situation is interp:reted and what an" 

""a"r" of
the problem is thought to be. Finally, a review
of the beliefs underlying social work practice
with this group may be useful in establishing whatj-s generally seen to constitute,functional
significancer 'Given the cl0se relationship earlier

l

l.r':.. f'

i.:.:::l
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presented between a traditional female rol-e and
difficulty during middle_age, the focus will be
on the treatment of this role in terms of social
work values

The Female Role

i fülves and Mothers

The conceptj_ons of the place of adult women and
their problems in general are particurarly relevant
to the examination of middle_aged Tdomen as a group.
The middle stage in the life cycle of a hroman is a
point of confluence where the social forces that
act on r^romen meet- The circumstances of middle-aged
hromen provide an exemplar case of the conseguences,
bot¡r- goocl and bad' , of functioning with'n various
definitions of the female ro1e.

This idea has been expïessed by one writer
as follows

"!ile are not_only middle agedrbut we feel caughtin the middle or- oui ;;;r-""d present,.. .we havealways been in the miådi"- w" ioer" raisea to haverespect for our elders and to see it as 
-; 

Jã"ä;;focus in our 1ives to piease our parents: r¡/e are
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middle-aged

problem"

adult
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still trying to do this...\,ve lvere the firstcrop of parents to take our chilArens, failuresand limi-tati_ons as indication of ourinadequacies not thej_rs; 
- 
tfre firsi lo believe thatone could aspire to becåme a perfect parent. !üefound ourselves in t¡,Àilãai"-;;;;;; ä please anolder and younser generarion. ,, arå;i;å";igzg ,p9.24)

Noting that the problems of middle_aged women
seem to rebound off the expectations of others in
the family and ín society and the personal issues
of accomplishment and adequacy, the writer
continueg,

"There r¡/e

;ä_:Ï;ïr;;;ä; tI";" iilå*3" ïyÍ ïï :T::i.,ä"ignå:. "
e 
d wr,. ["i. "i"åíF" 

;i"fl:..'#d* iiff ."ff ; 
-i3.. r.

daeth. ,' (Leshan,19 ia,n; "*rö)l
Susan Meisel sees the situation of

r,vomen as exemplaryras ,,the most glaring
associated with the implications of the
female roles. (Meisel,1 9T4,pg-68)

Marjorie Fiske-Lowenthal selected the situation
of middle-aged r4/omen as the focus of her conclusions
on the dynamics of ad.ult devel0pment across life
stages' Expressing pessimism a-bout'the a'ility of
current, social standards to accomodate the
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developmental needs of adult r^/omen, she endst^/ith this statement.
ttWe mar, q.r^h €r -- rproportioio^1"9n find ourselves v/ith

even selr_r. 
or rrusr...ldt 

=gri:aäiiä"åir"tä"åiasins
îf 3':;:ËT:nt'Ë*î':ii""'É"iã.lg*ffi î:-Ëãiyia,,.r"
aeri¡åiä.åot"' thus """Ii:?-3 

-;äï.i;":: 
if"i"..

tm:îã:r"f ::i"' * å;* ;"3 ïdffi ; iy" i: å 
r n' " a 

",, 
i 
"ã 

-
enrhar er. al., lõii,Ëä7" )nrl

These kinds of observations support therelevance of examining def,initj_ons of socialstandards of adult sex-roles to provide a contextfor understanding middle_aged rr/omen. ,
serr-evidenr paral1et".-;; ff;"".# l;tt 

o"

definirions of rhe feminine siruario" ,;';.;"r"aand those of middle_aged ü/omen in particular.
The context in which adult r4/omen are viewedand the significance accorded to their

may be illusrrared by rhe kind or repre:::.t:::;"'theirissuesreceiveinthe1iterature.,",,".",..

authors who v¡rite about middle_aged women havenoÈed that there has been very little researchdone on this topj_c in the past making it-

j: ;.: :

t.-:r'

l, :':.'
i. -.: -
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necessary to extrapolate from resealrch areas theythought v/ere relevant. (Bart, Ig67rpp. f_4;Klass andRedf ern, Lg77 _p9.102: Dulude ,Ig78,p9.1) Furthermore,
when issues are raised rn general social scj_enceliterature about h/omen, it appears that, over_whelrning].y, r,ìromen warrent attention as wives andmothers. .one critic observed: 

r'¿vçÞ drlq

,ra"rllr::r, the targesr segmenr of sociological
5g_res "=-J:concernins 

women-is ioãJrl"a o' rheir

i¡: ¡li-:ä3* - l: :n:';";å:;f tfvå;: : ;t ;;¡r] "r*ji" :;ü. ut ïriiT", "#ryk Ë,!iå :,m:5r;¡5 i a, e
p sv cho."-ivt-i å iï"' ;ï i:iå ".'3 

u,f "i,îi rî:i; 
-

definir,ion ot^women ää"rir."_.rraïoËil:." 
To THEvrRruaL Exc',usïoñ oFïNi 9ï"ll anaa_òÈ LIFE.,,(emphasis of t¡," "lILräJi {oakley, tgla_,ps.t7)

Another author has presented .riA"r"" thatwidely-used conceptual frameworks in sociologyinclude bromen as independent fact,ors only when.considering the family institution and neglect to'consid'er 
them as salient in the study of economicand poliÈica1 structures" As we1l, r¡romens, ,"a"--wi-thin the family is described as the maintai_nance

of human rerationships' There are few descriptions
o¡ any instrumental function for women within the

1

Ì

¡
'I
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family' This author, cynthia Fuchs Epstein,believes
that the implications of such a pervasive conc"na"_,
framework directly relate the functionar signifi-
cance of wome)n as a group to their ability tofill these ascribed requirements. (fpstgin, Ig74,pp.6ss ff. )

ii The General View

The study of the areas of rnarriage and familyreceives 10w status within academe- The ,.r.arrr"r"
10w significance accorded these subjects has hadÈhe eff,ect, in the eyes of some ok¡servers, to¡persistantly 

trivj-al_ize, thej.r importance.
( Long Laws ,!969; Bart ,I97L,pg. 736;Bernard,
L973, PP. 22 f t . ¡Oakley, I97 4,pg. lg)

several woman academics report that the problemsof women are not considered to be as i*nora.rra ;"-'"those of other groupsr particulary racial minoriti-esand the poor. One female sociologist wrote,

t" Jä:T:Hrllld_'":.1*=e seen ro have lirrr.e value
3-l"o not as ittn 

politics, art or iitãr.t,rre andthere -'ñJ" ï."'ïn:;':ii, ff "5ïå;:." È;j å;;, 
ilä'"-\,üomen from analytic-;riu;;"re of =oãiJr problemsJä;5:i"Ti;ri*å;i;=h*å;i'a.,o rh" -;;äîå.r" 
.,,

' '' ù: '::-r:!--r'::'--jj:-¿:=i::fi::,:l:.:{:r:?-;:Liiî:i|ìi1i.::i'i-triV-:;,;_:l:+:¡1i,..ï:::.:1,1.:r,¡;:1j;i+:Sjr:i:{"i:ai"ri:
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ùtednÍck and Tangri support this cibservation,
presenting documentation from academic sources
and the writings of Black I eaclers in the United
States. (Mednick and Tangri ,I9T2,pp. 12_6) .Another
writer' susan Meiselr-- feels that in many professional
and academic circles, the womensr movement had been
"dismissed as a fad,,,. She perceived considerable
reructance withj-n these groups to accomodate thesocia1forcesbehindthewomenstmovementj-nto

their analytic frameworks. (Meisel, L974,pg. 67)
Investigation has been done into the

situation of femal_e academics and the work theyproduce about women. Vühile 33e" of graduateJ-qY(

sociol0gy students were hT.menronly 15å of teachi-ng
and research appontments were held by them. r"*.ri
soc'ol0gists are less likely- to be fulr-time faculty,
have lower faculty rank on average and are more
likely to be restricted to teaching undergraduate
coul-l_gp.. (riumphrey, J-9l4,pg. 2Ig) The situation offemale psychologj_sts is similar. (Fidell,19Z0)

i :,¡,r,r,:.:;ì
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In social work journals , 672 of the articles

written between 1968 and Ig: 3 vüere written by
men while 672 of all social workers rtrere hromen.
(Gripton , L97 4 ,pg. Tg)

One study of footnote patterns suggests the
main readership of female academics who write
about hromen is more or less restrj-cted to other
female academics. (Kravetz ,L976,pg. 425)

These observations may mean that. the quality
of attention accorded womens' issues limits thepossj_bility their distress will be viewed as
a priority.

ttt
perspective

Concepts of the place and importance of adult
vromen rest on the assumptj-on that rvomen are
essentially different from men. This distinction
may have become so much a part of the cognitive
landscape as to appear to reflect a self_evident
truth
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Testing for masculine and feminine traits has
failed to acheive any consistency in predictive
value' clinical psychol0gists are unable to tell
whether a test had been writ.ten by a woman or aman. (!üeissteinrlgTl)fn a recent large scale
study examining the characteristics of men and
r^¡omen, Spence and Helmreich concluded they could
find no evidence thaÈ any differences in the
cognj-tive mechanisms and psychologj_cal require_
nents of individuals could be attributeo to sex.
specifically serecting the 

'ssues 
of achievement

and personal adeguacy, they emphasi_zed that, 
"; 

-

'basis was found for believing the underlying
dynamics differed for men and women. tSp.r""
and Helmreich, Ig7g,p9. ll0) these findings
are consistent with research findings regarding
the relationship between vari_ous traits and sex
in the past. In 1936, Lewis Madison Herman and
Catherine Cox Miles tried to establi_sh .a scale
in which personarities could. be measured in terms

\'-:':4., -a!.| :: -
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of their relative masculinity and femininity.
They applied their own scaLe carefully worked
out. on the basis of questionnaires, test of
attitude, test, of Ínterestr opinions and
emotional response to various groups classified
by age, ed,ucation, occupatj_on and other social
characteristics, concluding that,,femininity is
a quality divorced from sex.,, (Kleinr195lrpg. B)

Later social science procedures have not
reflected this finding- Garai wrote the folr.owing
in 1970:

" "' any-available mentar health tests thatassume mett and r"*ã"-a;r;i" nappines. rro* similarexperiences of success -."a 
sati;f;;t;"; and sharethe same need's and iiã"-äà"r" .rra ao*rråt ¡asicarlydiffer in attituAes,-""1ià" and beliefs Lthesetests are not sensii,iv- io major 

";;;; of differencethat exist between *""-""à women] Any mental testthat lays claim- t ,r"iidi¿y must provide differentialcriteria and separate normè ro. *äiãå*Jrra females.,,(Garai, L970,pg. L2S)

The "major areas of difference,, he goes on to
identify later in his monograph more or less refrect.
principles generally recognized to underly social
work and psychotherapeutic practice with 

'vomen,

1..
r:,

l
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These principles have been summarized by one
author as follows:

',The male is_the prototype_of humanity.The female is ""a"irtãåã i" retation to him.observed charcreristiãs -"i r,"*ãiiËi...i"ascribed to
aesreã - i*;;"':il:i+H"ï, T::3'il.:i, i;ff :íf trre 

"""o.rã---irj-;-äíËì.otomy is eètabrishedbetween rhe cosniriv" ;;à .rfå.tirrã"åIpu"." ofhuman funcriolil;;úi";";T" 
??signed to men andh/omen respectiveÍy. rfre significãnce of thisdichotomy for womãn j-s vj_rtual identity withher sensuality and bãão,Jo p*.rrsive are theseideas and the question ói tn" priniaey of therationat as ço 

-suggã=t- 
trr"t *.i, is- ãíoseryidentified with rríË-¡"av"." ro**n is-ro countridicule. " (ooheriy ,l;;á,pg.6B)

The pervasj-veness of these themes in social
work and social science l_iterature is beyond
question.

Ma::y Schwartz has identified the works of
Erik Erikson, Theodore Lidz and Nathan Ackerman
as core components of social work curricula in
the Unj_ted States . (Schwart z ,1973, pg. 65)

Erj-kson proposes a developmental model in
which resolution of various confr-icts of identi-ty

i 'i r"i ìr'
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in young men lead to a sense of personal mastery
and an effectively functionj-ng adult.

"This integration will be found to be acombination of -mechã"i""r 
"niritv-.:. .-,autonomy ... lead".rrrip-"na øie;";;;. young r¡/omen,on tÌ¡e other hand ...îã=t carry the burden ofbecomj_ng a vyoman and a mother . .. ffrãr: crisiswill come t.1r1t¡J --rh"*"i;issirudes 

of, childËrainins. " (sriksonl igåä)pp:ä;ö:Ti "-
rn a later essay, very often incruded in

anthologies about \¡romen, Erikson wrote ,
,'Am I saying then, an:: ,,anatomy ïS destiny,,?Yes, it is dãstlny ::'. À.r.to*y co_dãterminespersonalirv configurations - 

-rÉ"i"äãiiai." 
of

'¡omans's commitmeñt 
""ã-involvement, for betteror worse, ref_lect t¡,"'äro*und pr;;--;å ñàr uoava $¡oman is never not_alwoman, she can see herlons-rerm ooatÀ g;i; ïrr*ãio=" modes of acÈivirywhi'ch inclúae, 

""ã--iåt"*ä.åL" her ,"t"iãr disposi_tions that which ;ú;;", and nourj_shes, caresand tolerares,, i""iüaäJ-ãia preserves. ,,(Author' s emprrasi=i-iiri[!o.,, Is 64b,pp. 24_6)
V,IhiIe young mens., idêntity is resolved in

Eriksonrs work around issues of mastery of ski1ls,
autonomy and achievement, a woman does not achieve
identity until she becomes a mother and is
incomplete until then. lVhen Garai noted that
unmarried women withor.ht:. chÍldren exhibit symptoms

i r.,:1,::::ì: ::
i,: .i:1..:, .i':

:

l:.'': l

,': : : :ì.j
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of social maladjustment ress often than other
groups, he found this ,'remarkable,, in the face
of the l0sses they suffer in ability to acheive
identity. He ascrj-bes this adjustment to
"overcompensation". (Garai,L970 rpg. I34)
In addition, consistent u/ith the summary of
major themes in the psychology of üromen presented
earlier, Erikson does identify the female body
as the,'ground plan,, of her personality but not
a similar renunciation of achievement in males
to meet libidinal needs

Jesse Bernard imagines a social theory
ascribing a para.llel ',g.round plan r f or men

reading as follows:

"ït is unreasonable to look forward to a tj_mewhen introductory texts ¡ãgi" witrr-irrã-tun¿amentalsocial datum thal all societies includ.e twocollectivites, one in which 
-th; 

;;;;; #;characteristicalÌy smrriei,stower, i;;; physicallypowerful etc., thã other less tolerant of sexualdeprivation etc-; but both must ri;;--i" a commonloca1e I wguld. be happy if tfris-iã", producedeven a miniscule shift iñ-ãtreart onã--person,sperspective.', (Bernard, Lg73,pq.)i) --'- ..'
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The work of Theodore Lidz can be vi-ewed as
expansion of the basic principles of femal_e

. adult development in Erikson. He offers the
incumbent socj_al worker or psychotherapisÈ a
description of what ,normal, female idenÈity
should look l_ike

"The formatj-on of female identity consists ofthe successrul resoi"tià" ã; ËË;";#år" idenrir¡zcrisis ..; trre aããi;é;ä;i; sirl ;F;rr-;à achieve,to futfirl incomplet" iã"rí"õ" 't;å.";:e 
of rheAmerican Acheiv"*""t-eiii.¡. 

::: and,so uses herintellecr agressiveiy-Jrrä' Frrrrri"i;- : ::
Resor-ution of her conflict occurs when the female
perogative of remaj.ning dependent and gaining
status through her her husbandrs acheivement becomes
mO3re enticj-ng.

ttHer prev. ^-
]ife ;å 5;ïËTï ;;:.:i:.rö.Ëi: i:-Êilï î:,;"1ï"
#:"r;ipreciati"" år -iIl =.arr"r,t-ð"=-],,t"'iu= 

, Ls 6s ,

iv Implications

Thus, the female identity is structured around
accomodation to dependency and a renunciation of
personal intellectual and psychological needs. These
two circumstances have been correlated to 1ow

.t: l:..i:

:-: .

.1.-.
''. l'.,:

lr':.
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self-esteem, the inability for autonomous
adaptation to changing life circumstances and
eventual lack of cohesion with the social
environment' Despite this apparent contradicti-on,
the devel0pmental aspects of middle-aged r¡'.men
continue to be seen in the context of fram";;*,
such as Erikson r s and Li-dz , s,

A recurrent theme is that middle age
disturbances are grounded in femaLe physiology.
Based on the asswnption that menstruation and
motherhood enhance ego strength in women because
they learn to accept the imprications of their
physiol0gyr psychorogi-ca' devel0pment in middle
age is seen to be a function of how we1l this
accomodation has been acheived

rr ah:^:{"r.ical repetition of gonadalfuncÈion of womãn has 
" ;ãah;à-iäiãi åË pr..ticinsadaptive capaci'ti""--rË.' repetitiveness of thesexual cycle prepares the woman not only formotherhood bul, irrr""gh-'inç *rst"=y ãË*rro"tuationscorresponding to hormó.trr ãe"ii;;'å"ã'*".,"tr.ration,tor cessatiorr..o{ gorr"d;i-stimulation at theclimacrerium. " (Bå;;d"rlrõso,pg. t0)

. ''1:.:i

il ::i'.j- ri rl::

.: i:::
i.'
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The central thesis is that:
, ... a woman has to have a personalitywhic! permi_ts her. to_ b"-p.ssi,re, to be loved and 

.

cared for, so that she näy give-into-Àer
|lä"äl:n*:: t^:*":: 

"- y1tr, þ rã ""ù.ãl îi ir'our prore s r,
hä; ;#l "liåT' ii' ;ä" 5';3t";:I* îlunäl'13'l:3åå"å i -- -'
physiolosicar needs, =r,ã ñri'i-"tr;;nï: asainsr|l:T g":i"g_9yery "å"""i cycle.,,(rrenedek, 1950rpg. lg)

The type of women who are perceived as having
problems at middle age are those who have
sublimated their 'femininity, and so have not
mastered the feminine adaptive processes.specifically
identified. are T¡/omen who, because of their

"narcissistic" faults, have sought their emotional
gratification through 

'ntellectual 
0r professional

pleasures, sublimating and rejecting the female
sexuality which, supposedly, results in growth of
a total personality.

Another standard interpretatj-on is
age represents a resurgence of feminine
conflict which, it may be recalled, is
Èhrough motherhood. Losing the means to

that mÍddle

identity

resolved

integrate
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her identity, the middLe_aged tøoru.r, 
" crj_sis comes

identify wiÈh married daughters and daughters_in_1aw.Thus she fulfi'ls the basic needs 
"; ,.;;;psychol.gy - "intuition and motherri.ness.. Accordingto this theory, the ,,condition 

of most middle_agedü/omen is not nor¡nal,,. (Fess1er ,I9S0rpg. 28)Though strj_ct Freud..
fallen o,ra or-"1]^'..^ 

",":t"" interpretations 
haveof vogue, the identification of pùe¡¡¡s¡=rpsychology with the body is sti1l prevatrent i;-.."altered for

empirical 
=i";rj" ïr:; 

re7 3,ps - 6s) However,

rhar 2oz reporr ;;_.*, ä"nå;:j :physical, during menopause. (Dulude, IgZg,nn. 
-a*,

only ten percent of l^/omen .^^^_* 
--'*'

severe rhan rlushins 
". ,.r.""irÏ. 

"ä:.::ï;,
pg. 77I) More importantly, menopausal depressionhas been correrared ro previ""=-*J;;,]=t*"r,t 

o.emotional instability and usually appears withina constell_ation of other s
impairmenr.,r"r;;r;;":;r;:-"toms or emotional

) rhe only symptom

l.::
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Tesearch has thus far related exclusj.vel-y to
menopause is night sr^/eats. (Duluder19 7g,pg. .:4,)

From her interviews with middle_aged women,
Bernice Neugarten could find nô biolo gicali
psychological parallels to be drawn. in ,."a,
menopause ranked Iow j.n the list of major
concerns expressed. Both men and v'.men conceived
of the movement from one age level to the next
in terms of social changes rather than in terms
of the biol0gical. lvhen r^/omen spoke about menopause,
it was...

" . .. in-terms of no longer being afrai_d ofpregnancy, of having *oi. prl_vacy with theshildrens' departurã, a-jreater acceptence oftheir bodi_es. å"a ¡ãtå"f Ë.*r_r and emorionalrelaÈions wirh rh¿i;-Jio,ì="=.,,
Neugarten concludes

,' . .. though many menopausal women
?il"i1::I";iîEåii"; 

-;i";"ii; it- is ;ï;":i",åiï:f:r
Neugartenfs findings have been corroborated

in the works of other researchers. In addition,
many studies found that menopause rt/as a positive
or neutral occurence in many \lzomens, lives.
(Bart, Ig67, pp" 165-85; Li.vson ,1977,pp. Bl_2)
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Menopausal Anxietv

As with 'empty nestr, menopausal anxiety appears
to be related to an over-conmitment to the maternal
role: A" with empty nest crisis, menopausal anxiety
is associated with a role loss and a perceived sense
of discontinuity of purpose. The etiology of
menopausal depressi-on has been descri,bed as fo110ws:

"The very-phrase ,,chang,e-of Iife,, means 
" a"";;acceptence añd-endorsemã"t-or . ,rtiiitarian view ofmenopause bv the culture-, rÈ furthãi-impries changesin the patt-ern of rif;, -iro* 

what one ,,as beenfamiliar with to wrrai-ís-yet to be defined. Theillness becomes covert communic.iiorr-ãt hostilitiestoward significant ottrers- (you aã=*rã"a *u, now rcompel you to rake care ãr *ål l"-ãããirion, Americanculture emphasizes i"ãi"ia"al. índep"oã"'." and evendependence on one's 
"¡rirãr.r, is no.t-cufturarrysanctioned' This fear oF-d"p"rra"""" rJgether withthe low status.of tne ãiA, derived trom theuritirarian phit"=;;hy-;Ë tfr. Fronrier, may beanticipared yi.n ã"Iïåti :.. and rrisser disinre_gration in rhe constricied+++ inaiviáüàI.,,(Kisik,l-g6l-rpp. 237-8) r.r- "

Although menopausar. depression can be related
classically to 10w status and prestige, d.ependency,
rolelessness and a self-perception of uselessness
and narrow role scope, the element of rebell_ion
against a psychi-cly exhausting situation may also

+++ 
$"r F .::..Jr -..:..: :
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apply

Though the impact of decreased hormonal
activÍty is the subject of much debate, evidence
that menopausal depression is social and not
physiological in origin is supported by the
find.ings on the effect of estrogen therapy on
menopausal emotional problerns. ,,fn the majority
of cases, many symptoms, depression in particular,
persist even after estrogen treatment has restored
pïe-menopausal hormone balance. ,, (Dulude ,.-97B,pg. 14)

Summary

Thus, whire standard texts widery used in social
work training* propose that there is an intrinsic

examples in thi.s crraþter rravõ- been ;=;ã in thecurricula of most soèial work scrroots-as shown inthe two articres- by wetzei (op.cit.i, ¡oãr=;1"" 
¡¡¡

(op. cit. ) and schwârtiiãp. ci.t. i :-rh;i ;;;";i""identifj-ed in the nncycfåpedia of SoËiaf wort (16thIssue) s.v.,"Soci. onal- Change,,,"socialization: sociar structure and personarity,,,"sociarization Methods in sociar lvork pract,ice,,and "Ethics" -
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rerationship between bio-sexuar characteristics
and the psychology of womên, there has been little
to support this belief in the results of ._"r;;;;
investigations. Specifically, physiologj_ca1
chanses occurring ar menopau=" ;";. 

"ra-;".; found
to correlate directly to any ,typi.cal femininel
psychological response. ïn addit.j_on, a"rpit.
support of passivity as the proper feminine role,
depression or more severe impairment is more
prevalent in middle-agecr uTomen who have been
commiÈed to this rol-e to a high degree.

The roles of adur-t hromen are eguated with theirutility within the family and are considered relevant
only in terms of this equation. Since the family
institution is conceptuarly isolated from other
societal spheres,it is consistent with such a
framework to define the problems of middle_aged
I/uomen exclusively in terms of f amily functions.
The significance of womens r problems and their
study is seen to be relatively minor_ an extension
of the general view of the importance of rÀ¡omen as
a group in society. To see the middle_aged womanrs
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problem as deviancy from norms in an individual
precludes consideration of collective
responsibility for their difficult'es and viewing
the social remediation of these difficult'es as
necessary to the common good

The issue of competency and social power is
directly related to this exclusj-ve equation of
womenst achievement and to the relative
inconseguentiality of \^/omens' activities for many
societal mechanisms- on the one hand, the feminine
role is viewed as imperative and necessary for
achieving personal fuflfillmentr âÍrd on the other,
$/omens I discontent is def i-ned in terms of evasi_on
of their responsibility to develop themserves and
participate in other spheres by ,choice,. (Turner,
L970,pp.273-7) Some versions have it that, though
some adult women do take on responsibilityrsociety
always demands less from them. Therefore, their
lives are easier than those of men. The assumptj-on
here is that, because the obligati_ons of adult

:,..:.:,

:.:rl :ìi:.;:
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women are ]imitedr âDy activity they undertake
beyond these responsibilities is not evaluated
as closely as male activity,which is obJ_igatory
while theirs is vol-untary. within these frameworks,
the public activity of women is perceived as being
sÍgnificant only as avocations and not as necessary
contributions tp political oï economic spheres. In
addition, it is assumed that motherhood, which is
def ined as an adult vv-oman's primary resonsibility,
may al1ow her to evade more rimportantr tasks.

Let us pursue the imprications and consequences
of these assumptions as evidenced in socíal work
practice and literature.

The coexi_stence of ttrese two conflicting
definitions of standa:ids can ionfuse the formulation
of solutions to the problems of middle-aged $/omen.
rt would be consisitent with these definitions to
expect adult h7.men to renounce achi-evements ortrtÈide
the famiry in order to fulfill primary obligations.

il'.:::::_:i
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ït would also be consistent to expect a contribution
to other areas of society on the assumption, that
limiting obrigations to the family is not an accept-
able contribution to the collecÈive good,. These
definiÈions imply that the housewife_mother role
is relatively insignificant and : the public
activities of women are insignificant in that they
are "opÈional". Furthermore, public activities are
not as important as functions within the family.
V'iithin this kind of framework, the diffj-culty of
identifying how to resÈore feelings of importance
and worth to middle_aged \,ùomen with problems is
evident

The theme that v/omen use the traditional role
'co evade other legitimate responsibilites appears
in the writing of Dr. Nathan Ackerman, a widely_
used authority in the field. of family dynamics.
Ackerman feels that ',women,s aggressiveness and
masterlz"within the family are only a ,,facad,e...

Their facade of self-sufficiency and. strength

l. :.. ..,
! - r'.: ::

-.' .'.'.::'
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represents an effort ât comnahcã+.{^*compensation, to console
herself for her inability .. . f she] depends 

"";;"on a man.,r (À,ckermanr1959 rpg. I79) ùtore importan;;",
in Virginj_a Satir, he is identified as . *.ro,
theoretical influence on her work. (Satir ,I97Lrpg.
200-05) Virginia Sari_r i s a recognized authority
on famiry pracëice within the social work profession;
her interventive frameworks are considered core
knowledge in a great many courses on family
counselling.

Satir guot,es the following statement from
Ackermanrs work. Noting changing mores in the
sex-roles of men and women as a stress of modern- Ee_v9È

family life, he says,
" ... an: f?r:Î" of change race far ahead ofthe forees "l^:?l:i""iiv"... rhe r"trrãi v¡as a manof vigor, strength and-áo.rr.g", the ,lrrãrr.ffengedgovernor of the-famiry.l-- -v s¡¡v

Ackerlnan advocates the reintegration of family
organization through,,making authority rigid,
maintaining a sharper division of labour and more
claearly 1imiting and compartmentalizing roles.,,
(Ackerman,1959rpp. r47-B) The assumptions behind
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this proposal are that family stability is vital_
for the continued functioning of ,o"i"ao 

""u-"--limited and sharply defined role for women is
necessary for family stability. At the same time,
Ackerman (and Satir) believe that mastery of the
traditionat role is related to the inability of
r,tromen to take on autonomous roles

The simultaneous expression of the essential
nature of the feminine role and the perception that
commitment Èo that role is an evasion of responsi-
bility has always been pervasive. one article states:

" . .. r^zomen lack the ::lf_g+gcipline to rationtheir rime 'l- psvchorogi=t¡ wirr- rãii'you rhar rhevI housewivesl ètütter-úo_ .r,"ii-ii_IãË-ritr, rriviat_ities 
""u-'. ";;;;ii; ,iãr"o*.. any disrracrionbecause rhev lack "iãår.ã,rr obj."ÉirrãJ and do nordevelop wilipower when a v/oman gets married, shefeels rrer goät. in i;;"-il" bgen achieved andrenounces further ambÍtiãns foi 

";ï;:å""eropment.,,In the same article, this au ûror, Agnes Meyer,
states

"it has now come to the point where many marriedrâ/omen work and neglect-*reir- ãrriiar;;-;,feel rhev musr rraüã-"-p"iî :o¡ tã-r,;i'u"::3;å3*.1fi" :the communitv ... It is one- thing if women workbecause they'T."=! 
="nnãrã their iamires or have aspecial contribution'lo-ñate to society. Thedeprecarion of h;;;;fr"'ii anorher ttring _ 

conr
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as a result, manyvrorrr-ed restless immature. females comprain bitteilythere are nor eno[ÇñiõñËn in the uniaãd Nations,government others actually rebel against thãinescapable fact they .t" ro*å". -ãiÃ""e 
de Beauvoir,sThe second sex is a brirliant and 

"irri"t"r ""ã*pr"@icai rtãt" of mind.,,(my own emphasis)(Meyer ,LgS6,pg.' I49)

In the same article, Meyer has deprecated house_
work and identified the deprecation of housework as

"socially undesirable". rt is dif ficult to i-magine
what form "further ambitions for serf-development,,
might take given that i-t is sociarly desirable for
r¡/omen to work only if they must or if they have a

special contribution to nrake to society. This
article was written about mid.dle-aged r^romen. Again,
the imprication here is that mid.dre-aged. women have
no contribution to make except attending to chiídren,
so after chitdrearing is over, the social standards
for middle-aged hromen define them as useless.

Meyerrs theme that middre-aged women want to do
too littre and seek to do too much is reiterated
in oLher considerations of the problems of middle-
aged r¡/omen. (Frank ,L956¡ SeIf , L969,pp. 9-11)

l:.:-j r. -:. ::!! 1j:
i.'i:-'ir?.,:'+r:: ::r:.:.
L .t.;r:..i. i1ì:. i.:ji¡ -.ì:

| : ':'' ::
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In their classic study entitled ,,Lack of

communication between Men and i{omen" which is yetto be refuted, the steinmans major fi-nding was that,generally, men expect less of women Èhan rvomen thinkis expected of them. (Steinman and Steinmen,1958,
pp' 350-2) This finding is consistent with thematerial presented here whi-ch suggests that socialstandards for middle_aged r^/omen consisÈ *"r."r"-;;-
be inobtrusive, Alternately, bacause activitj_es,
both within and outside the family are granted 10wimport, a h/oman may well feel the low prestige sheis receiving means she is
rhis rramework,,n";; ;":i".ï"î="j; :"'"""be useful or competent.

The 
states that

v¡omen experience less stress than men because theyhave fewer obligations and functions to firl insociety

J:::::l

f. r:i'::.-
J ::'..1

r.:t-::,,
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',rn:r:^-r: 
1.?:gd deal of evidence rharmal-es have a more aiificutt time .. ]-*run femalesdo. Advance:.i, 

""i.ilu*-.rro te"rrrråiåsy v¡outd seemto have p"1!i:y1;;r;-'ã;""r"¿ ;;ä;;ïodern medicalcare has drasricarri iuau""d ;h;-;i=k of child -bearing - - --educutiå"ái"and voc"tì"iär opporruniriesare virrual._ly 
", g"ãã-a*s. those-f;;;;"i rhey shareapproximately 
çøuãr -igrrt3¡ they-arä-orten favoredfil.ån: ï3îå and_-rheir-Ëmarr_ *r"årJä-dexteriry sj.ves

po s i r io 
" " 

- ., 1""äË:", :*:iii:å, q"s,i3i.'f i::;ijr:=';:weaker sex: males'";"-;;pected to protect anddefer ro rhem- rh"*ã;p;iå.r"i.=-r.I-r"u 
human frair_lffir;:"liî"t""-;;";ã;ä- o, ress å,,.Jl,,sed and

"*p 
iãi ã, J'i, ïË:;:î""å" gËË;"ii;, l"î;È: ;*::;;" 

" "
are more benign t"---årtãñ'than-i"*inË*år=. for men...socializi.na ags¡¡s ... i., less r"iõiiing ofdeficient ñarãs--ü;-F"åår., -::. -;;;r*g 

*_r"" areoften caushr i" " 
-ã""Ëiä"¡irr¿ 

oy iargåty temalesocializers _ mother" 
""a teachårs-::: when theyare "littre T"1,, _-ã"n"äJsive 

""ã"aåri."g andare"put down" tor ¡ãïã]-Ëoo rowdy.,,(chitman,rgTr, r.slli.,'rni. 1299_1300)

i Scope

As'mmetry in the expectations that men versus
o''.men hold for females, and collective expectations
that the "human frailties" of women will be ,,indulg-
enÈly acceptecl" by parentsr spolfses and employers
appear wi-dely i-n the literature. ïn her ,.-r:-"* and
analysis of the literature on married women, Judith
Long'Laws finds considerable support for both these
observations- Moreover, Long Laws presents 

"", ;"=

1.,.\.

r:.iì

I :.1ì:1...::r'r,

i.'.'. ::: :'
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research material that suggests that most men

find these definitions of roles satisfactory and

do not feel they are entitled to increase thier
expectations of the women they live and work with.
(Long Laws ,L97I,pg. 4gB) Taken with the findings
in the steinman stud.y, and the previous material
from the Ercyclop"diq of So , it appears
that the norms used in judging ÌÁ/omens' behavior
do not define the problems of middle-aged \^romen

as functionatly significant. Women who are
exclusively committed to the mother role do not
represent a disparity between social actuali_ty and
social goals for the groups salient in the process
of identifying public issues.

In additÍ_on, an assymmetrical balance of
expectations can be correlated to the rsocial
por^rer t proposition that the resources an

indivj-dual is perceived. to have is a major
determinant of the amount of influence she is
permi-t.ted. to exert. (Martin and Osmond, LglS,
pg' 340) rt has arready been noted that authors

...'].: i
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widely used in social work training apply
standards that defj-ne attempts to resolve this
imbalance as unnatural 0r not consi.stent with the
collective good

The perceived threat a revised balance of
expectations woul_d present to society is a major
theme. Moreover, the definit,ion of women as not
rea'ly needing more than rnotherhoocl is pervasive.

The Council of Social Work Education found
"stereotypical views of female devel0pment, anti-
women bias in personality theory and traditional
sex-role standards provide the theoretical frame-
work for much social work practice.,, It also
found that

t' víomen f in social work texts] rÀrerepresented as innarely passive, -;;";i;iãrrv
immarure and rhar *"ir,ãir,;å;";.;;å;,iËred as auniversar requir"*".ri--iãr-femare rurtittment.standards nrËa to r="."s-ana form i.ãri*".rt goarsror female crienrs iiã-ã"rived-i;oÀ-;tåi" conceprs.
Further' the council identified the trea.tment goals
for women in marriage and family practice as
"adjustment-orientecl" rather than,,emperically
derived" . (NASW ,Ig7 S)
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ii Historical Precendent

These conclusions represent a firmly entrenched

historical trad.ition within the social work

profession. The chief thrust of social casework from

the 1920's to the present has been identified as

Freudian and Neo-Freudian. (Perlman, 1960 rpg. 537 ¡

Lucas ,Lg7l-, E.S.Vü.,Pg . 324; Wetzel ,L97 6a,pg ' 233)

Despite attempts to integrate concepts of human

interaction that take environmental factors into

account, the editor of a recent five year review

of research in social services concludes that

"the notion of "indivídual failure" still
persists withj,n social service institutions in
emerica. There is little recognition of tte
importance of social forces as a determinent
of economic and psycho-social deprivation"'
(Maas, I971,Pg. L92)

ïmportant theorists in social work have always

proposed social work goals corìsonant with the

stated goals of the NASW, to enter into fields of

practice sanctioned. and identified by society'

(Bart1ett'L97I,E.S.IÙ.,P9. 1480)
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The founder of the first social work school_
in 'America in rg2r stated the fundamental principle
of social casework as being:

" ' ' . the adjustrnent of individuar-s with socialdifficulties. ihe better.we understand the causes,the more readily 
""a-"""fident1y we work... Notime is wastea üpon 

"rrrroy_.r"e oi indignation withrhe uncooperativä h";;;i;;i-f;ê Ëäiåi=."". 1iar,91" repeãredly delinõ;t sirt.,,(Jarrett, r9Ll9; q""lËã-i' w.t""r , L976a,pg- 233)
In Lg4g, almost thirty years later, a handbook

on women with marri-age difficulties published by
the Famiry service Association of America expJ_ained
the foll0wing. The desire of a women for satisfying
activity outside the home coupled with a distaste
for housework and child-rearing should be viewed
as a "rejection of femininity". ft was considered
necessary to determine whether such an attitude
!ì/as a "manifestation of a deep-seated and we'l_
entrenched pattern of personality disturbance or a
less fj_rmly entrenched pattern of j.ncomplete
maturation". (Hol1is, IgAgrFS.AArpg. 96 rpg. L7O)
Di-ssatisfaction and discontent with the rol-e of
mother and wi-fe, then, vras seen as abnormal and
to be cured or adjusted. The treatment goal of

l'ì

t.:

l-:.,:..:i:'r:
i ..: :.ì :.:
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such immaturity included teaching cli_ents...
"ro U"y:lon Tofg parience wirh rheirhusbandsr rnore stabill_ty in thej_r love, moreability to s"" wr,er;-;håy_are contributing tothe conflict and i;;, -=ãrt_rightousness.,,

(Hollis, rs 4s,rsaa, põ] iõzl
Thusrthe author directs v/omen to adjust to
society's definition of a selfless nurturer.

iii Recent Annrrrånla^ ¿^

A basic textbook i_n social work practice,
written in 1g56 and in use untÍl the late sixties,
states that treatment is always conditioned by
culture' ït instructs =o"il-rn J;;;....

"social casework does not include focussingon economic or culturai ãonditions or socialaction

i:. r?åå-ii-åi:,å';ãlSi.'l;iñå' åi,il.'iå" -;;å.;;; -

A social work team investigating depression
in women at yale University found that the life_
long submissiver¡ess of the depressed woman due to
an inabi-lity to assert herself led to a r-ack of
autonomy. However, j-t stressed the social role
functioning of the depressed woman and especially
the deletrious effects a dysfunctioning wife and
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mother could have on family r-ife. The team advised...
"weig'h carefully the_consequences of anytherapeutic attempt tã--encourage more assertive-ness in marr_iâgê,- indepåndence"irå*-iir. extendedfamily or m?re communily particip.fio., in workj_ngor lower class clients i.. it m"i-ùã-à*p"rienced asd_Ísruptive to_their 

"ã"i"f norms.(!üeissman ana eayr"i, -iö 
7 4 , pg . 203)

This book was published in L974. fn Ig72,
the same research team published an article in
the S_ocial trVor.k journal about ,,recent,, approaches
to depressed women. (Weissman et. af., Ig72,
pp' rg-25) This team assumed that the norms of
the middle and upper classes allow a wider
defj-nition of acceptable behavior in women. ïnge
Bellr â' author who has expl0red the relationship
between status and standards applicable to women
disagrees.

the assumption E, is] that middLe classv/omen are arways comrortabry-imueãd;ä*i" middlecrass primarv groups and thåt ;iãdi;-"i."= sraruscushions alt of fii",=--"frà"ff _... Cit is: assumedfurther that the woÁs-"t-ñiaale-clãss b/omen arelsse1lfally class_connectãd rath.r--tñ.rr*tren are
specifically sex-connected. The perplexity of awoman whose children have left hõme-and findsherself unwanted on th;-fabour market _ theseare real hurrs ,ld !!gv go,d".p .:l-;"peciatlyin the context of midãi"'ã1."= values.,,(8e11 , Ig7S, pg. 154)

ìi.;.t:'
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Bell proposes that the standards ,for acheivement
in the middle c'ass, which are more likely to view
the individual as personally responsible for his or
her own lifer might exacerbate feelings of personal
inadequacy in mid.dle-class middle_aged women.

'Another Èheoretical underpinning of current
social work practice is the soci-ar function approach
to roles. Roles are seen as the fulfillment of
certain functions in distinct spheres that operate
in a complementaryr but not j_nteractive,framework.
Social stability, a major preoccupation of social
workers, is achieved when a kind of ,,egui1ibrium,,
is established by the appropriate number of
people pulling their weight. in appropriate
directions' rnstabili-ty occurs when the perceived
balance of ,,ro1es,, is upset; when inaividuals 

"n";"other than appropriate ror-es or foresake the ones
they were assigned.

ïn reration to women, the perceived threats to
social stability are identified as ,,role reversal,,
and "role conflict" - Both of these concepts rely
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acceptence of the assertion that roles are
merely an accomodation of individual capacity

the environment but have intri-nsic vaIue.

Despi-te the avai-lability of alternate models,
in marriage and family literature, the orthodox
model is the traditional instrumentar-rinstitutional,
or utilitarian marriage. Hj-cks and platt found that
the majority of investigation between 1960 and rgTo
relied on this theoretical_ model. They describe
" the fundamental principle within this conception
to be thaÈ task speci-alization is the most efficient
means of social organization.,,(Hicks and plat trIgTO,
573) !üithin this context., as discussed before,

womens¡ primary responsibility is limited. by
"bio-social" factors to a supportive role within
the family

Judith Long Laws, in
the same conclusion. Her

on role reversal suggests

on

not

to

a similar review, reached

analysis of the research

that, though a number of
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investigators found

strongly. correlated
that maritaL maladjustment was

to the traditional division of
tasks in marriager these same authors argue for
the superiority of a functionally_based marriage.
(Long Laws, 1971.pp. 4gg-9) Long Laws bel-ieves that
the reason for this seeming paradox is the
theoretical context in which these studies Ì,vere
carried out. She says ,

-".:r. phenomena associated with rÂ¡omensr othercapabilities f outside the homeJ ãrã åJ"ruared interms of the assumption her primary responsibilitiesare the maintenancè of the qùalityrof-human rerationswithin the family ... rhã institulionar modelinvolves role separation - - -wíth instrumentar- andexpressive functions assigned to aiiiãrent spouses.rt invorves, l:f"?n"t, 
-ã-frã*i"ã ãr-'iiåq,raliry whichappears more.prominently wtren changeJ- ìn maritalrores are being discussåd ã"päËiãriy in theassumption that the enrichment oi roles of women -whether by ERA, 

_ 
paid 

"*piàv*""t, 
-"rïããun= 

rliberation - wili *"..r-ä-io", for men.,,(Long Laws , r97Lrpg. iggl 
¡r.çt¡'

In the social work practice centext, Schwartz
found nocaseh¡ork goals which encouraged a woman to
take charge if there T¡ras a mare in the house. Rather,
there hras . ..

rr a remarkable amount_of dj-smay expressedbv ramirv Èherapisrs rh"a ah;-tãir,äi'rlà no lonserthe head of the house aná intervenii""*=trategieshTere based on^help'ng the father i""=r"rt his power.,,(Schwart z , L97 3 ,pg-. 6á)

,:'::: :

f: l':ì:
i r1;:::
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Schwartz goes on to state that role reversal
implies a preferred state of male dominance.
She adds,

" ... tl" instrumental needs of women areoften looked_ upon ,iitr--Jo*. suspicion. WeE social workeisS ;;;-'";;"ranrly reading abourhromens I inrimacylna-tãnä"rn""ã'r,ãJäJ"." a basisfor casework.goåt" .-. .--i; a¿Aition-. . . while menmust "affirmi' mascurinitv through aggressivenessagressive domineerin-q women leâå,irti*atelyto the castrating r"¡ãi--l whire there is nonegative eoui-vi.ãnt toi a male rrro-ãr"rpowers anddevitali="J . \^/oman. ,; 
-Jsãr,w url=)iéñ)ig. 6s)

By acting as an ego threat to her husband,
the forsaking of womanrs rol-e is perceived as a
threat to general societal functioning. Erlich
documents the general presence of this concept
in five basic college texts on marriage. (Erl_ich,
r97L) "I'hether or not a rÂ/oman is happy in her role
is seen as fortuitous.,, (Erlich, I97L,pg. 424) One
author' Robert udry, comments that American r^/omen
are "over-emanci-pated" and thus have 10st their moral
influence. Erlicþ quotes another author,lrlilliam
Kephart , who believes ,,a certain amount of
maladjustment f in wonren] i-s the necessary price.for

i;
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for an integrated system of marriage femal_e
liberation has Orwel-lian repercussions for the
marriage relationship.,, A third expert, George
Leslie' instructs his students that the ultimate
concrusion of a partnership marri-age is ,,d.estructive
competition,, and tells them that a woman who i_s a
good wife "wiII not let her work threaten her
husband's presti-ge or the stability of marriagre.r
(my own emphasis) err-ich reaches the same conclusions
as Hicks and Long Laws: even when writers concede
that a utilitarian role d.ivi-sion of marriage is not
pre-determi_ned,they argue for the superiority and
appropriateness of this framework on the basis that
it is the most 'efficient' and.'effective'. (erlich,
I97L,pg. 425)

However' many writers used as a basis for social
work education about r4¡omen maintain that there are
intrinsic factors in women that justify these divis-
ions' Ìt is believed that women and men have different
needs from marriage. These assertions are based
on the feminine drive for intimacy and tenderness. r:: i i.,'--;rj l
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one example is Garairs monograph on sex differences
and mentar- health- He interprets research findings
as follows.

" a female needs sucess i_n love before work...12 week old sirls rirãiì.t.ri"=-ãr"rãà"" and,so,demonstrate they po==""ã- inbreá "irrii.tive needswhile boys of.tÈe-"r*ã-ãg. prefer geometric formsand, so, 
""h+f 1:_ early -sisns- 

or " "å;ã-";àr-ã¡jäå,J-mastery ' - -l-femates ñavef a greater need to beneeded ny other pg;pï;'#a so see 
-¡ãrrirge 

andramily as rheir ia"i.iitv. teãr"i,igîölnn. 133)
fn the context of the problems of middle_aged

h¡omen' then, these kinds of standards would r"uu
to interventive goals based on the primacy of the
affir-iative needs of women and thus endorse the
view that Ì^70men are naturally dependent. The centrar-
theme appearing in descriptive and research data on
middle-aged cr.isis is a desperate need to feel
useful and to replace an affiliative basis for
identity with a sense of personal competence. Thus,
there appears to be a disparity between what Long
Lau7Sd'esribedas''se1f-fu1fit1ingprophecies

authoritive and authorit.arian theorizi_ng and
humble and inelegant empiricism.,, (Long Laws ,Lg7I,
p9.484)

it,:i:.'
:'-::.
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Conclusions

Given the findings of the NASVI councilrpresented
earlier, that socÍal work goals are based on the
"emoÈional immaturi Lyr, , ,,need. for depend.ence,, and
"denigration of status,, of hromen, and the stated
social work values to work within cultural norms,
the case thqt social work knowledge treats the
problems of middle-aged \¡romen in terms of deviancy
or as a threat to social stability appears to be
well- supported.

Given the material presented which suggests
an ambivalence j_n the l_iterature regarding the
worth of the mother rore -that it is both vitar_
for the collective good and inconsequential _it
would be expected that this equivocation be
reflected in social work practj_ce.

tt_::
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lace

-

Coser and Rokoff have explored the possibility
that the interpretations offered in practice
literature are a function of a cultural_ mandate todefine acheivement in r¡¡omen as problemati:c. hlhile
Long Laws identifies the theoretical framework inwhich womensr activities are evaluated as a
predi-ctor of the standards they will imply for
marriage, Coser and Rokoff extended the anal_ysis
to the workplace. They propose that the interpre_
tat'on traditionally accepted of the relati-onship
between roles and capabilities of adult women are

rn r^rli"h thev are Frr Their conclusiorr" ãnlrathe view that râ/omen would be viewed in the same ;"":irrespective of theoretical context, because there
is a cultural imperative to do so.

Coser and Rokoff explore the issue of ,,role
conflict" as an exemplar case. They begin with the

t. _.: ..

,:.
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::1."::i. : 'i'r;il
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standard definition of role conflict as,,Lhe
inability to allocate time and energ,y to
different activity systems,j (Coser and Rokoff ,
1968,pg' 535) They then briefry review the concepts
of status and role articulation. ïn sunmary, roLe
articulation "pri-orizes expectations within a sÍ_ngle
role"i status articulation ,rseparates activities by
time andrso, priorizes expectation by role set
providing a normative pattern base for acÈion. rt
allows individuals to fulfill- their various
expectations and functions by removing the burden
to make a nerÂ/ decision in each situation.,, (Coser
and Rokoff, l968,pg. 537) Thusr within standard role
theory, indivi-duals can operate in more than one
sphere Ì./ithout difficulty, so long as the expect_
ations and obligations of these different areas are
consensually defined. coser and Rokoff note that,
there would be no need for role theory at al_I if
there was not an underlying assumption ,,that total
allegience to one activity system is rarely expecÈed
and normative priorities of invor-vement are assigned.
by separation of time and place.,,(Coser & Rokoff,
1968,pg.535)
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Thus, in theory, v¡omen should not experience role
conflict to a greater extent than men.

Coser and Rokoff conclude that it. is not
vTomensr inability to segment various activities
but a culturar mandate that a women must alrocate
resources to the family inst.itution not to be
shared with other institutions that is the basis
for role conflict. "Career and family are presented
as mutually exclusive alternates for women. ït would
seem as if modern vromen v/ere not as capable as men
to segment their various roles and activities.,,(coser
and Rokoff, 1968,pg. 542) The writers propose that
the cultural mandate vi-ews r^/omens, activities in
the occupational sphere as di_sruptive to the
family sphere and her family roles as disruptive
to occupatJ-onal competence. Because they are
defined within the sociol0gical catechism that
the occupational anchorage is not essential for
htomen, the authors propose ,,htomen cannot avail
themselves of t.he mechanisms of status articur-ation
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because normatj_ve priorities are ambigluous- theyare seen to cause disruption in one role sector
or anotherll (Coser and Rokoff, 196g,pg. 543)
Si-nce a behavioral commitmen+. *^ ^^_.
acheivemenr is nor "",-":i;:;î;rï:.:ïj::r",that demonstrates the obverse is still interpre-
ted within this value context.

Coser and Rokoff note that,
rol'e theorv - ,high status occupations demand more.roles than 10w status occupations- A great deal 0fdisruption is tolerated in the professi-onar- workplace. A strong occupational commitment is not
defined as incómpatible with disruptions from
other role spheres. (Coser and Rokoff, 1968, pg
549) yet, rtromen are cl-oistered in 1ow status
occupaÈions because it is believed they cannot
sustain a commitment to more rJem¡nÄr-^-j
view or disruprions ,,"- ;;;;î:i;:.1::: '"
(Coser and Roko f,f ,Lg68, pg. 543)

The writers t general premise can be supported

i
l ,a

i. -. :,
,!, :.;
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by material presented earlier i.n this chapter.
Coser and Rokoff comment that ,,since 

\^/omen

are defined as having thi.; kind of
commitment to others , they are restricted t,o
the kind of work defined. as requiring a small
attitudinal commitment.,, (Coser and. Roko ff , .|g68,
pg. 548) They concluder',the eguivocacy about
v/omensr roles is in the cultural legitimacy of
womensr status outside the home- There is little
emlcerical- support for the conclusions that v¡omen
have an intrinsic impaired capacity to articulate
their st.atuses and. roles.,, (Coser and Rokoff, .,96g,
pe. ssl)

Erlich, in her analysi.s of marriage counserling
literature, points out that married. r¡/omen who work
are seen to have two full roles- The assumption is
that their husbands are not responsible for child
rearing or housework- This can be related to the
definition of role conflict in women in its
implication that the family role is more disruptive
to women and womens' occupations are more disruptive
to the family than mens,. (Erlich, I97I,pg. 428)

i :.:: l ::l

t.....-.r-
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In the socíal work context, Schwartz found

an "emphasis on the negatj-ve implications of more
flexible sex-roles rather than the self-actuali.zing
potential less defined roles can have.,,(Schwa rjz,
1973t tpg. 67) Tn one marriage counselling text
book, the author statesr,, the phenomenon of a
successful career r^'.man cast aside by her husband
for a 1ess able and more dependent woman is far
from unknohrn. " (Erlich, I97I,pg. 428) Thus ,
consistent wi_th Coser and Rokoffrs thesis, the
home and other spheres are presented as mutually
exclusive.

The Th.eoretical predicament

Given the equivocation describecl in the above
examples' it can be said that sociol0gy constructs
the female according to cultural prescriptions which
prove to be logicaIly inconsistent with its own
theoretical frameworks. Noami !üeisstein proposes
pslrchol0gy constructs the female in a similar fashion.
she argues that widely-held psychol0gical definitions

i,t-..a \,.r: ;.
11"..¡"'._tt.¡ì

lrri:r "-. r'.: -r1 '._l-
':. l;...
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are at odds with research findings. The assumption
that human behavior rests on an individual inner : :..

, 
_:' _ ,.dynamic fixed at infancy in an immovable cognitive

framework produces these d.iscrepancies. The
impli-cations of this concept are that psychology 

,

negrects social context and cannot recognize trr"t ,,, 1'"

soci-arization continues througþout adurt rife stages ,,,,,,r ,

secondryr r€sêârch that has never been refuted 
:::i:

demonstrates the unreliability of personality tests
andinconsistencieswithinpersona1itydata.

:----üüeisstein relates these di-screpancíes to the trad.i.tion 
iof build.ing psychological theory on clini.cal.

rfobservaÈion without emp¡rical testing. Thus, she
concludes that much of psychological theory is
based on an incohesive body of evidence. (lrleisstein,
LgTr) 

"''1"':'" 'weisstein identifies the sarne cultural assumptions ' ,.1:.,

that ErlichrDoherty,Long Laws and coser did, to be "1 
''';'"''

the major variable for what standards of psycholog_
ical functioning wirl apply to women _ that the . .

contj-nuation of the traditionally-def ined. rore is .1 , ; ', "
necessary for social stability.
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one set of empirical studies she reviews rer-ate

to the effect of soci-al context on behavíorrparticu-
lar1y Rosenthalrs work on the "pygmalion effect,.Iie
found that an individual who was described to others
in positive terms was treated in this light and.rmore
importanÈly, the individual will develop that
parti-cular positive trait, intelligence for instance.

similar findings have resulted from other research
projects. In one experiment, two groups of experi_
menters hTere told different hypotheses about the
outcome of their work- Eaeh group found evidence to
support the hypothesis given- vühen told rats h'ere
bred for dultrness, the rats ran the maze poorly;
when told rats r¡/ere bred for brightnessrthe rats
ran the maze quickly. (lrreisstein, ]rg7L,pg. 77)
other studies in this area suggest that context
can affect even reactions within the involuntary
nervous system. (Mednick and Tangri , !9l2rpg.4)

Drawj-ng on the analogies between domina nce/
submission signals used in prì-mates and non-verbal
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conmuncation in humans, another researcher
explored body communications in therapeutic
encounters between men and women. using cr-assifi-
cation schemes generally accepted in the field of
interpersonal relations¿ she found signals in the
use of smilj-ng, terms of address, invasion of
personal space etc. that ,,constantly 

communicated
to the woman that she was powerless.,, (Silveira,
L972'pg' 12) Barbara stevens has suggested that,
in such a context

. tl rr-
femare "',."if:ï :ffi:ir'::;:."ff,:i3;r:"iiäu rhe
uncontrollable rÂ7ays . - r-t".ruse his ,ttitrra" isego-syntonic for her . . . he ilt ä;"";'*or" thanperpetuate her_ own self_contemót; it-"Lrt.irrfywitl nor help rr"r ov"i;;" her. såril"ãrrrempr.¡,(stevens, ts7i.p;: 1;:i;;"'

Thusr again, in psychology as in sociology,
the treatment of women in the helping nror"""rorr=
and its knowledge base can be seen to reside in
dynamics beyond the relatj_onship of theory to
practice. Given the material suggesting that an
autonomous role for women¡vr wt..tru€ln rs nOt a highly_valued
goal in these professj_ons and academic areas, the

.: ,: .-: .: .

l :.::-, ..:::
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rerationship between middle-aged womens r problems
and sociar wo'k may be problematic in .itserf . The
inclusion of empirical material at odds with

'traditional standards for sex-role functioning may
provide an accomodati-on of new material 0n1y into
theory, but not into practice.

Conclusions

Log'cal inconsistenci-es in the sociar- standards
applied to women and ambivalence towards the
contributions of women to society have been described
here' These discrepancies suggest that there are
cultural 0bstacles for women to the mechanisms that
segment roles and statuses- This interpretation
is consistent wi_th the work of Coser and Rokoff.

Addit.ional material from the field. of psychology
suggest that orthodox cultural mandates are deeply
enÈrenched there and that they are corfrmuni-cated
to women as clients and used in acad.eme in both
conscious and unconscj_ous !üays

i r.:r.:. i
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F',inal'y, statistics on inclusion of women in
social science faculties and evidence that work on
women by women is not widely disseminated and
receives relatively 1ittle prestige support the
view that social standards in the social science
knowledge base reflect male biases and values.
These have been identified as the expectation that
hromen will be dependent, emoti-onally immature and
limited in capability outside the family sphere.
As well' these values interpret adult femar-e roles
beyond traditi-onal defi-nitions as being deleterious
to socj-etaI goals
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qHAPTER FOUR

THE SOCTAL ACTUALITY - ALTERNATÏVE VIEWS

Introduction

Thj_s section wiII begin with a brief revj_ew
of the context in which hTomen have no problems.
It will be short because , for the most part, there
has been little empirical investigation into the
situations that lead to personal mastery or
achievement in women. (Epstein,tr9 74,pg. 649) Secondly,
following Long Laws' prescrj-ption for the use of
"humble empiricisft,,, many descriptive hypotheses
whj-ch are as yet untested are not considered here.
There is much debate about the rwoman problem,.
There is remarkable consensus otl the ,woman

non-problem' - (Bart, L967 ,pg. 156) Some mat.erial
which addresses the issue of a lack of personal
mastery in women as socially undesirable rather
then culturally mandated will also be included.
Finally, the rat.ionare for presenting this material
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is to indicate that ar-ternate workable models areavailable. The ultimate purpose of this chapter isto demonstrate the context in which various
theoretical models are put into practice and theexÈent, to which one framework is preferred or"r-another

A.c,hieveinent in lVomen

. 

dominant characteristic of positive experienceror middle-aged women is the perception of personal
power and lack of environmental constrai.nts toshifting emotional investments among var'ous spheresof activity. (Bart, 1967,pg. 151¡ Becker,l96g,pg.156;
Neugartenr lg6garpg. J.37; Spence and Lonn er rL971.,p9.375) Judith Long Lai,rs notes that ,,scant attenti.on
is given f in research] to the options a wife ;r;;;exercise. " (Long Laws , I97Lrpg. 502) However, theextant data examining the relatíonship between
choicer class and working 'part-time or full-time topsychological well-being suggests that choi-ce isvery strongry related to the absence of problems.

i..:i.t
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',?rlomen who worked were happy as v/ere housebound
wives who didnrt want to work.,, (Long Laws ,Ig7L,
pg ' 4gg) other research focussed on the various
lj-fe stages supports the conclusion thatrthroughout
the life cycle' a woman's perception of l"titr;"]"ua legit.imate range of options is correlated topsychological well_being.

Secondly, throughout this literatuïe, the roleor social context in the devel0pment of adaptiveability is repeatedly underscored. In facÈr'""""r",researchers agree with Howard Beckerrs conclusionthat

"there âre nn rr.l^^* 1,persi s, -"".ålS ii. " Si;il.T:;: "liå':å, ::" ::: 
" 
i:i:istructure' - : producã=-.. ._patterneã atfects onriuman experien.ä. ;-iÈããtår,1968,p9. 

L49)
Becker and Neugarten agree on the point that a cri-t-ical issue in adult devel0pment is the abilra" 

"r-the social_ context to ,,give structure to experience
and information in light of experj-ence,,. (Becker,
1968rpg. I49; NeugartenrlgOA.,pg. ].rr, ,n" inabilityof troubled middle-aged women to draw on their past

¡r

j
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experience and develop a context for future
activi-ties supports this find.ing. rt is also
consistent wi-th materiar on mi-ddle-aged r¡/omen
demonstrating weak correlations between
individual personalj_ty characteristics and
psychological impairment and strong correlations
to aspects of environment.

Becker elaborates on the relationship between
context and adaptability

ttlVhen ít aoocaro ñô^ñsituational I 
appears people are not adjusting to;ï;;;i;;'ï":;;i- ii;:=l;i:ff: 3:fiå";å;- ff::;*"!::commitment to goals outsíae i¡,ã*piulãit situarion...is relared ro [rr" a"gi;;-i" whicir i¡,"--"it,rarion isseen as connected to important situ.iiåns rater...and rhe renorh or ti*ã- i¡tå- inaivià,ìJi-å*pu.." robe in rhe sítuation. ,, - tsä"r..;, iöää;;. iro_r.l

Becker!s findings support data that relates an
exclusive commitment to one role as a predictor of
adaptive impairment and the finding that middle-aged
women with problems experience time in an immediate
rather than long-term sense. (Fiske_Lowenthalret.âI.,
I975r pg. I27)

Neugarten found that
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"we'l-accomplished middle-aged \^'Omen \^/eïe ableto reconcile- their 
"ãfri"""*ent and dependencyneeds and felt freed F,.ã* past 

""rrrii"t" of thissort she sees this rs ire, a"ã--l]] 
"n" can havefeelings of domin""""-""a need t; ;; dependent atthe same rime. ,, (ñ";;;rfärr, tgsa ,nõ. -ãoi

These women represent a direct contrast to those
who experience dependency and agressiveness as
identit'y destroying and so can exercise neither
option. Neugart,en emphasi_zes the role .of social
context j_n these j-nternal perceptions and the
functions of ,,cues from people around her,, in
determining them. Thus, i-t is not surpri_sing that
she found that the husbands of women with few
problems did not see their wives much differently
than they saw themselves. (Weugarten ,1956rpg.3g)
The parallels are clear between these findings and
those on the difference in expectatj-ons between
many men and thej-r wives and the suggestions that
"unconscious and uncontrolr-able cues,,can bolster
or devastate self_image.

Consonant with Neugartenrs observatj-ons of the
accomodation of dependency and dominance within a

r,-i

i -r:l:. . l
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role framework, pauline Bart found that ,,happy
middle-aged women ridded. themselves of the
unpleasant aspects of thei_r previous rol_es. ,
(Bart. L967,pg. I54) She proposes that a positive

middle age experience is a process of ,,selective
disengagement', in which a v.roman maintains role
functions she found sustaining and discards those
that r¡/ere experi-enced negatively. Thus, she al-l_ows
herself more latitude to choose ego_building
experiences. (Bart, 1967,pg. 1S4) Her interpretation
of this phenomenon is supported in the f,indings ofthe Fiske-Lowenthal study- (Fiske-Lowenthal,et.al.,
I975, pp. 'I0-1)

Bart summarized research findings on ,,g,ood,,i

adjustment to middle_age in women observing ttrat
flexibility and the ability to shift .*oti.or.r
commitment was emphatically underscored. There was
some indecision as to whether a broadened role
scope or selective disengagement j_mproved morale,
but 

' regardless, overcommitment to one role did not.

L:'

)
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She identified these two variables as the ,,sum,,

of the literat.ure to date. (Bart , 1967rpg. 156)
Some writers emphasize feminine mj_ddle age

as a time f or new energy and achievement.s,
especially for v/omen who were never tempermentatly
suited for domestic service. Having been depressed
during Èhei-r thi-rties, ?t middle ager these vTomen

:""t 
free to pick up on earlier ambitions. (Dulude,

L97Br pg. 19) Other v/omen review the roles they
have already tried and ,realizj_ng that age.and ,

biol0gy will soon c10se these optionsrconsciously
seek to develop others. (Drrlude,197grpg.19)
Neugarten found Èhat well-accomplished middle-aged
womenrin general, felt a nei,tr freedom to use 1atent
capacities. (Neugarten ,Lg6gb,p9 . 97)

These works indicate that, in a
onment, üzomen find the opportunity
buiJ.ding

nurturing envir_
for identity
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r
Gove and' Tudor examined the relationship between

mental health and adult sex-roles. They identified
fi-ve fundament.ar characteristics of the traditionar
female role and attempted to ascertain how these
charact.eristics rel-ate to psychological impairment.
They used epidemologicar datarcase histories and. a
content analysi.s of cutrrent mental health literature;
and they concluded' that vfomen are more likely to
have emotional problems owing to circumscribed sex
rol-es. (Gove and Tudor, Lg73 ¡pg, 69)

The five identifying characteristics were:
1) Traditional women have one restricted role_

they have only one source of gratification
2) Vtomen find their major instrumental role

frustrating iÈ is not consonant with their
educational and íntellectual acheivement and could
be filled irrespecÈive of education. It bestows
Iow prestige.
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3) The role is unstructured and invisi.bLe.
4) Even working women are in a less satisfactory

posi-tion than men.

i) There has been a consistent decline in
the relative status of women j_n employment since
1940

ii) They are under greater strain _working
more hours in a day due to household d.u ties

5) The expectations confronting h'.men are weak
and diffuse.
(Gove and Tud.or, I973,pp. 51_5)

Gove and Tud.or observe that the femini.ne
role is"characterized by adjustíng to contigenci.es.,,
The result is constanÈ uncertainty about whaÈ will
be expected and a lack of contror over the life course.
They believe thatrin large part, emotional problems
in women are an expression of f:custration with an
environment that obstructs continuity in life
experiences. (Gove and Tudo r, L973 ñg. 55)

i.:.:..:-.-,
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Joyce lVaLstedt elaborated on observations
such as these concluding that a val-id psychology
of women must focus on the contingent nature of
many individuals I experiences. She says,

" psycholo_gy of women must face up to thereali_ries .. .oã ri"å""àr ÊÀ*"råä"ãrå ,,rrr ordiscontinuities-""*Ëiãv' go from being rearnerto predaror_to wiie,-'iígi.t" witñ-fruåtr.r,d",abruprlv .r,d. ?: 
-[ãní""'åà,r".i:-år, 

îitî. j obs, inrermj_xperiods of childrÀír;rriig. and .rriiãrr.isins.Afeminisr rherapist 
"""-rti*üi.tã*Ëtifuirrg and aclearer def inili;; ;;""ioi"." -rr,i"ir-äo 

nor denv abasj-c parr 
"f;;i; ãia)'i., rhis.r^¡ay, help pur _Humpty Dumoty_back ["ðåtrr". again.(hralsred t,igi t,p; : iii=

In 1953, Ivlirra Komarovsky interpreted the
impri-carions or rhe remare sex-rore-,* ;;;i"-.n"u
women in a similar fashion. A conflict was
precipitated in the educational experience of
college hrornen who were urged to be competit.ive
on one hand and docire on the other. This conflict
was heightened by discontinuity.Just as br-ack
college graduates hTere frustrated when treated likebe'l boys or porÈers, female graduates $/ere disturbed
by the ordeal of transferring from the life of a
scholar to scrubbing floors and washing diapers. Thecvcle of confusion appeared asain ,n""'¿;";;"r"'=

t'::,
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sent her r-ast child to school - !üith no fur-l-time
task to fill the day, she sought a job to use her
education. But she was still expected to serve as
a full-tj-me homemaker, and the confusion over thepriorities j-n her life remained_ (Chafe ,!g72rpg.2I3)

amework
Given that these frameworks have been available

for atleast 26 years, it is difficult to understand.
why traditional perspectives have prevailed.

Despite the availability of a variet y of alternate
frameworks, there is considerable evidence that the
alt.ernatives have not been accomodated in the
practice context with cli-ents in the social work
and psychotherapeutic fields- The findings of the .

councir- of social vüork Education have been discussed
r_n an earlier section of this paper. f t can be
recalled that it concluded that the use of tradition_
aI sex-role standards and anti-women bias is wide-
spread and result.s in mental health practicesç499Þ

r:.: i
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disparaging and' devaluating women. ïn addition,
the study found treatment goals in practice to
reflect a social-adjustment value base. (NASIV, IgTS)

A I97S Task Force on Sex Bi-as and Sex_Role
stereotyping in Psychotherapeutíc practice of the
American psychol0gical Association identified
fifÈeen common sexist themes in current therapuetic
practice under four areas of investigation.
These were:

" 1) fostering of traditional sex-role
2) biased expectations
3) devaluation of women and sexi_st use of

psychoanalytic concepts
-- - -¡- -v

4) responding to women as sex objeets includtng
the seducti_on of female clients,r

1,19 75,pg.1171)
The questionnaire \^ras sent to women in the
practicioners' divisions of the ApA and to individuals
who identified themser-ves as academi-cs in the area
ot womens I psychology. Three hundred and twenty

i:;''- :;
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(N=1400) female psychologists responCed with
documentation of instances of such practices.
(Report of Task ForcerApA Journal,ir97S,pg. 1171)

fession
There have been several studiesr going back as

far as forty years êgor which demonstrate that
qualities associated with women are consi-dered less
socially desirable than ,,male,, character traits.
(Baruch and Barnett, Lg7 S,pg. 3Ig) fhese findings

make evident problems in maintaining consistency in
treatment of ÌÂ70men since traits that are generally
socially desirable arfe socially undesirable in women.

Research findings in other areas demonstrate
that sex-role sterotypes, highly consensual norms
about differing characteristics, are pervasive. rnge
Broverman used these data, taken together with data
that demonstrate that feminine traits are socially
undesirable and further data which suggest social
desirability i-s c10se1y related to clinical ratings,
and explored the ensui-ng dynamics. she found that
characteristics of ,,healthy,, adult persons v/ere
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were applied onl-y to men- That is, ,,healthy,, 
\n/omen

were eval_uated within ,,behavj-oral sex_type norms of
submissiveness, dependence, being easily influenced
and noncompeti_tive,, . (Broverman, et. al . , lg7 O, pg5)
rn other words, female cl'ents were evaluated in a
better light when they fit the stereotype despj.te
the fact' that passivity and d,ependence r¡rere
rprofessionally' defined to be contraindicative of
mental health- ThusrÈhere i-s one standard for mental
health for people anå one for women.

The therapeutic encounter can be described in
terms of a more dependent individual who seeks

rndent
indivr'dual' usÍng the assumpti-on that passivity and
dependence are si-mirar to characteristics of a;"
client role, Turkot and Glad hypothesized that $/oftêrlr
who are usually seen to have personality traits
congruent with the therapeutic situationrwould be
expected to have a greater likelihood for thera_
peutic success- rn an experiment in which raters
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evaluated transcripts of the same process recordingi,
the situation of a male therapist and a female cr-ient
vras judged to be the one indicating the best
prognosis for recovery- There v/as no correlation
to the tit,le of the therapist(psychologist,social
workerrpsychiatrist) and female patients were viewed
as better subjects when the therapist was female as
well ' Turkot and Glad conclud.e that the female sex
of the client was the most significant factor in
these ratings. (Turkot and Glad,I976,pg. 834)

fhis 'double standard, has been observed in
the training of student counsell0rs. schl0ssberg and.
Pi-etrofesa found that female counsel_lo¡is in
training ,nzere awarded higher grades and received
better evaluatj-ons if they used r typical f,eminine I

techniques in counselling clients. They !ùere
rewarded for the use of ,,empathy,, and non_directive
techni'ques and were not rated as highly for the use
of aggressiveness and confrontation methods. fn
addition, the researchers produce evidence that

ir'. i:
t.-::i.
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suggests that the ,doubl_e standardr of assessment
and diagnosis of female clients within stereo_
typical norms receives tacit approval and is
rewarded i-n the education of helping professi-onaJ-s.
(Schlossberg and pj.etrofesa, jtg73,) The conclusions
of Schlossbe::g and pietrofesa v/ere corroborated.

-.: 
tn" work of Audrey Maj_slin. (Maislin and Davis,

]-97 s)

The evidence appears to demonstrate that
alternatives to the standard female stereotype donot enjoy wide usage in direct practi"" ,itr,
fer¡a1e clients. ft also appears that therapists
who employ and enact these alte:cnatrr" 

"";:";;"=of women may be viewed as engaging in deviant
behavior themselves. One interpretation may bethat the processes that maintai_n the ao*irr]rr"" o,the rradirional sex-rore srereorype are ;;;""=
and covert. However, a good deal of the material
presented indicates there is an implicit determin_
ation to maintain rigid sex_role divisions
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Tati_onalized in terms of the maintainance of
social stabilj-ty and tnatural orderr. ,,Social
forcesr can be seen to reside in the purposive
actions of workersrteachers and writers who
find current standards acceptable.

fn the social work context, ilre treatment
of women who practice may serve as a case j_n
point. Accordj-ng to a I}TA Canadian study, two
thirds of Canadian social workers are ü/omen"
The proportions are believed to be comparable in
the United States. (Kravetz,L976,pg. 425) ïn IgTO,
242 of all social vüork doctorates in the unit,ed
states rÂ/ere awarded to women while g53 0f docforates
in social work between 1g5o-1g60 were awarded to
vromen. (Theodore,19 7J ,pg. 20)

Reflecting on a similar situation in Canada
and noting only 7eo of senior socj-al work
administrators ü/ere r,ì¡omen, the authors of the Lg74
study identified the role conflicts between
occupations and families as the basis for the
relatively 10w achievement of female sociar workers.
(Kravetz rIgT6rpg. 422) However, in an American
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sample, controlled for the variable of mari-tal
status, Theodore found that unmarried womenr ês
well, held a small proportion of social work
administrative positions. She concludesr,,role
strain cannot explain promotion even single
hromen 1ose the variable is sex.,, (Theodore,
L97L,pg. 23)

ïn this context, it is interest.ing to note
that a major thrust to ,,defeminize social work
and give it mare qualities - make it inter-lectual,
rational' and administrative" occurred at the end of
the 1950's and in the 1960, s. (Chafet,z ,tglZ,pg. tg)
rn this period, Èhere was an increased effort to
re"ruit men into social work in an attempt to
counteract the perception that the ,,prestige of
Social Vlork is adversely affected because it is
identified as a r¡romen's profession,,. (Kadushin,
1958,pg. 40)

ïf it is assumed. that the status of working
r¡romen is related to sex-role norms, the i*pri".tions "¡l
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of this initiative may be related to Coser,s
finding that professi-ons in which v/omen pre_
dominate will be viewed as less vital than mal_e
prof,essions whether or not this j-s true(eg.nursingr)
and that women will be given the most ,'expendab1e,,

positions within these professions. (Coser and Rokoff,
1968rpp.544-8) vtiithin this framework, the
implications of the fact it was thought necessary

following.
Tn fact, work carried out mainly by women is

less valued and bestows .less prestige than male
occupations' The thrust to recruit men into social
work recognized this fact but did not acknowredge
the relationship between sexism and occupational
prestige. Thus, it inadvertently created a rise
in sexism j_n the profession. Secondly, female
socj-aI workers may be placed in roles that are
appropriate wj.thin sex_type norms and,rso, are
excluded from more rrati-onal and intellectuaLl
senior adminstrative positions.

i'::ì:
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A rg76 study on sexism within social agencies
carried out by Dorothy zeítz, and John Erlich suggests
a singurar lack of a\¡/areness of sexism within the
profession on the part of male workers . (Zeítz and
FrlichrrgT6rr The researchers found a consistent
pattern of men reporting the exi_stence of lessv.ì¿s çç¡¡uE

sexism than r¡romen. Fifty percent of the women
felt they ürere treated as a typical member of their
sex as opposed to 133 0f the men. lrlomen under forty
found sexism to be a problem by a ratio of 3:1 Èo
men under forty. Ninety percent of the males felt
there was less sexism i-n their agencies than in the
pastr äs opposed to 342 of the femares. Twenty-five
percent 'more males felt there was equal 0pportunity
for both sexes to build careers. Two thirds of both
sexes agreed planning in the agency was done by men.
ft. can be inferred that this phenomenon r,ías so
obvious as to be beyond dispute. These findings arê
consistent'withotheritemsonthequestionnaire

zeítz and Erlich believe that. there is reason to
suppose that' female practicioners are under a great
deal 0f pressure to conform to traditional roles and
to use them as a basis for practice . (Zeítz and Erlich
Lg7 6 ,pg. 437)

1,: - r': r-.
, {:rsali-';:l-..1
r:'ì i.r':'t.' : '. r'
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Both Ïrüesley and Levine have observed and
described such situat.ions. Levine identified the
treatment of middle-aged women as a case in
point. (Wesley,L975,pg. 123; Levine,L976,pg. 37)

Conclusions

Data relating to the positj_on of !üomen in
social work introduces one more aspect of soci-a'
context' lve have seen that the attributes of the
traditional female role are employed in the
evaluation of female clients AND their therapists
even though satisfactory alternatives exist. one
is lead, then, to the question of vrhy a profession
that is composed 672 of women legi-timizes these
practice goals. Again, the dichotomy between the
unconscious and conscious environmentar features
may apply. lVhile it. can be suggested that female
practicioneïs are influenced, by social pressures
to maintain these norms, there i-s also some evidence
they are aware of the disparity between their
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practice base and the social actuality. ïf theirtconsciousnesses 

are raised, to the extent theycan idenÇify characteristic features of sexismtowards themselves to the order of 70 or 90percent, then Èhey cannot be viewed as merevictims of circumstance.Unlike other fields .cjf
social work, family and marital practice isdomj.nated by women and it is they who sayagressiveness and a choice of roles f.yo.rd thefamily are problematic

ft can be suggested that the rease¡¡ they chosethis arrernarive is closelv rerared ro rhe 
":a;;"-=of.ttre social science material used asbase' Às in orher fields of pracriee, ,::ï:ledsecohesiveness and clarity in understa"Ur"n ;"dynami-cs that produce the knowledge used _ theepistemologj.cal basis for their actions

in rhe compromisins posirion : ::*¡rs 
- puts them

on of being unable to focustheir energies toward a Logical solut,ion. (Bitensky,1973'pg' 130) Acceptence of orthodox social sci_ence

-j ,:.;
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theory becomes a basis for evaluating their
j-ntellectual competence, whereas alternative
viewpoints are judged to be rless rational,
and, therefore, less viable. This issue will
be the theme of Lhe concluding chapter

: :-::"\
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CHAPTER F'IVE

THE CONTEXT OF DTSCOVERY

It has been previously noted thatrwithin
Logical philosophy, knorarledge is seen to be the
"conformity between object and intellecÈ,,. The
intellectual trad.ition that frames soc'a' science
theory is fundamentally rationalistic. Thus,
legit,imate social scj_ence theory must produce aconformity between Èhe object and the criteria ofrationalism.

Herbert Marcuse and those who identify with histeachings propose that the institutionalization ofrationalism within the social sciences has several
l0gical implications - The primary principle .that
hril' underry the creation of knowledge will be theconsi-deration of alt.ernative means to alternative
ends' That is to say, Èhe paradigm of a rgood,l
sçciaL situati.on wi]-l be whether or not it
efficiently meets the ends of various social
institutions. Secondly, it would be consistent ivith

il:.;:
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the rational intell-ect to assume their are
universal rational principles operating in the
social sphere. Assuming that the laws of social
interaction are intrinsically logj-cal, Maïcuse
believes, must lead to the conclusion that the
exist'ing relatíonships between individuar-s and
their j-nst,itutions have evolved because they
follow the structure of collective needs. Much
the same way natural scientists belj.eve that
organisms evor-ve in accordance with naturar laws 7

the rational social scientists believe there is
a paralIel relatíonship between colfective
entitj-es and efficient functioning of society.
Thus, within this context, the solution of human
problems is conceptualized i-n terms of techni-cal
problems - of best serving the systems that
supposedly best serve human needs.

Second1y, the individual is seen as fitting
into frameworks of means to ends and is considered
only in terms of his or her abirity to enhance the
;-.errl-cl_ency of the system. Marcuse argues that the

l:.t:.
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rationalization of the condi-tions of l'fe (through
control, social engj_neering) ¿ivorces these forces
from the political assumptions that underly them,
buÈ, in fact, does not in any way cause them to
lose their polj-tical content. (Marcuse,1968,pp .2,23
ff.)

These ideas have been descri.bed by a, social
problem theorist. as the ,,normative force of the
actua1'l!Irtthisframework,thesocia1theorist

assumes the social structure as a given and,
focusses on hrays and means to maintain its
optimum functioning. (Merton, IgTIrpg. 816)

However, the circularity of this kind of
approach has been identj_fj_ed. as a major 1ogical
rnconsistency in the social sciences and caLls
into question a great many definitions of social
situations. Holmes, in his essayr,,Legitimacy and
the politics of the Knowable,,rpoints to the
Logical fallacy that the facLs and values in the
sociai sciences can be distinguished one from
another
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He says,

" ... the intellectual integrity of science
has always depend.ed on the assumptiôn the knower
can be irrelevant to the known because the known
can have inherent validity a validity that can
have a logical or sensory base. Thus 2 and 2 always
makes 4 ... however, in the socj-al sciences, the
pre-existent i-ndependent is only knowable as a
product of the assimilation of these data into a
framework which is the product of the observer."
(Iiolmes tI976,pg. 6)

Thus social science produces the phenomena that it
studies while the natural sciences do not andrso,

cannot rest its valÍdity on universally existent
truths. Holmes believes,

" ... socíal scientists can no more be
declared irrelevanL then they can be declared
non-existent thus fact and valuerhaving a
common' scurce, are not. distinct.'!
(Holmes ,L97 6, p9, 5)

Ho1mes believes thatrultimately, the recognition

that social scientists pr:oduce knowledge and do

not merely gather it will permit, sociai science

to create a purer etnpiricism by allowing values

to constitute a legitimate basis for social theory,

lì ..'
i':i.'.
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The principal confusion produced by this
assumption may be seen as a neglect to
distinguish between power and authority. tt is
assumed that, because dominant groups determi_ne
pubric priorities, thei_r porder over others is
legitimization to do so, thus fixing the social
order.

Gouldner studied the sociol0gy of sociol0gists.
He finds that, since a social theory is more likely
to be accepted by those who share the theory,s
background assumptions and find them agreeablcr
sociologists have a stake in justifying the
legitimacy of significant groups. Their funct.ion
than becomes, not simply to study society, but,to
conceptualize and order. They have a personal stake
inmaintainingtheirown1egitimacyasexpertson

the socj_a1 order. Their professíonal reality i_s at
stake and the result is a tacit conviction in the
opportunity of the status quo. (Gou]dner,1970,
pp. 29,59,94)

Socia1 scientists work within a perceptual
organization that j-s bound by the findings and
research ; and theories that have preceded them.
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Theory structures research. However, different
parts of the socj_al ord.er are not al1 equally
important: Attention is focussed on what is
theoretically important. Gouldner argues that,
in ttris context,

', . . , facts are thus _:""r, as . products of aneffort. to oursue the iniererr"es of theori_es andprimarily intera"tingîilr, t¡r"* :. .;ä"facrs fitla setf-implicarins þË.äötion_anchoring andstabitizins role ;"-ã;;;ìnct_ from å-rräri¿itv_testins funcrj_on. ; 
f e".lliài"r, l¿970 ,pg. 32)

fn this context, the preference for one view
of women over another may become clearer. If thereis an imperátive to provide theoretical continuity
and if the legitimacy of social science rests onthe assumption that facts have meaning only within
a conceptual map that does not include a major
contribution by women to society, this is what willbe found. ïn the light of IIoImes, analysis that.
the knower and the knowabl e are the product of aninteract'iveprocessandthemateria1presented

earlier on the relative status of women in the social

' a,:t'-".:
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sciencesrpo\^rer of the male view .in the social
sciences can be understood mo.re clearly. Such
an explanation may subsume numerous other
apparent paradoxes in the social science
consideration of women

Albert Einstein said that the theory will
determine what is knowable. (lVatzlawick, Ig76,pg.45)
Thus we find thatrthough researchers in achievement
theory exclud.e data on v/omen because it is
inconsistent with their theory and base theÍr
conclusions on exclusively male samples, they do
not question their findings- (¡teisel and. Friedman,
L974rpg. 70) Thusr ü/ê find Èhat dependency and
passivity are theoretically signs of ernotional
impairment, but. women who are defined as healthy
can accept that. dependency. Thusr ivê find that
Ì/ùomen commited to their work cannot find themselves
in books about hromen. Thusr tr/ê find that field_
imbedded theory correlates to an insignificant
proportion of the population and is presumed

i::-.-':;.

| ...-:.:.
i,..' : -
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to explain why women cannot think.as 1ogically
as men. (Silveira,I972rpg. 4) And in the case
of middle-aged h/omen, their problem is seen to
both rest on the facts they accepted the
traditional roler orr one hand, and reject it on
the other

Social science theory rests a great deal of
its legitimacy on the assumption of the
generalizability of its findings. Gouldner demonstr-
ates the 10gica1 faults that can fo110w from this
assumption' He cites the example of Mar-inowskirs
theory of magic and its differences from the theor¡z
of magic proposed by Radcliffe_Brown. One scholar
studied childbirth magic and drew conclusions
about, the nature of magic from his findj-ngs, One
studied work and sustenance magic and proposed a
theory of magic on thj_s basis. Both scholars
assumed the generalizability of thei-r research to
paradigmic f,rameworks- Gouldner, again emphasized
the self-fulfilling nature of facts guided by the
choice of analytic frameworks. He concludes,
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" "' the theory v7i11 therefore dever-op itselfand-!e shaped by thå rimitea r""i"-""à personalreality avail_ab1e to the theorist 
""A-, inparticurar, those imputed r""riii""-î" treats asparadigms .. . he as=ùm"s the thinõ, rrã rr"=researched, and hence ',knows", 

-.iË-rïiery 
anamav be used ro und.erstand àinå=-r¡riiöä rr" is noracquainted withr... moreover, ttr" iãJãarch becomespart of hj-s personal reality'r:.ir, ã-ããnm,itment todefend it ...- and coltectively held notions ofrearity are the most firmry 

"itr"rr"rräã "o*ponentsor a person's realiry.;rc"úrã;;;;õiõlnn . 4s)
A parallel dynamic may be suggested to apply

to the identification of social work knowledge
which, it will be recalled, is derived from
socj.a1workvalueswhicharederivedfromsocia1

work knowledge. Since the legitimacy of the
profession rests on it.s ability to implement
socially sanctioned goals, the profession is
commited to accept and produce knowledge that
justifies its own existence. ïn this context,
the assertionrquoted earrier, in the s,ocial vilork
Encyclopegiar Èhat the rife experiences of women
are relati-vely beni-gn'serves to rati-onalize social
workr s commitment to perpetuate the status quo.

...:i

i.:.a

,'l.i1tl';,

':i\,
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Howeverr âs llolmes, Marcuse and others havepointed out, the c.entral logi_cal fallacy within

social science resides in the belief that varues
are neutral forces. Findings reviewed in the
previous chapter indicate that the suggestibility
of researchers in finding what is expected of 

¿

them calls this assumption into question. However,
the recognition of thê role of values may provide
a basis for imputing superiority to a rbiased,
social science framework in pref,erence to
perpet'uating the illusion that social sci-ence
research can be bias_free. ïronj_cally, the inclusion
of the researcher, s values may bring *re rina;;-"'
closer to empirical fact because the context ofinvestigation is more exactly stated

Ho1mes expresses this as follows.
,,... the victory of the_social over thescienr'f 
'.c 

wirl Èil;";å"ï"r" rorm-it ar sociar papershave been at great pain to analyse, namery theemersence of reeitiäa"ï.'ñrorr:ä;;; r;;;.. wilt becomedifferenttv valú;ã;äå riowaure consi_deredlesirimare or i_lreiiiï;"iä' ¡v trro=ã;il. have losrthe abitiry ro d;;Ër"::':'ãr,"" ir is sranred we
cont.

..,::r.1.
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part:; -fiqa¡-e i.n what.we know and once it isacce¡,,.ff9 tl" ourer inevita¡iriliÀs-Jrå
achi-rvements to be treasured, 

";. b;;;rines to betaken for granted., trrÀn-irre á""õ"r-il=rn.r".Andthe q"rêêtest threat is r"rÀry-ËËã-po*i"ib1e growthof co,nsensus and- unanimity
perhaps the best wè_can. hope for (since therewill 'always be a social åimension- to-Irre unknown)is th:at an overpowerj_ng .or,""rr"us wil1 not arise_rhat *hrough rhã contiiuãti"" ãi-"åitrr*i"r inherenr

iil";#:å:lå;;;dl*Ë, "o';;tl;; õiri"i'åå-i" ;;;;;;ï;.,,
The o:FIy rtruer picture social science can draw
for u€ includes the values that surround the
socia l subject because it is these values thaÈ

"orr=¿itute the independent factor j_n social
situa,llions.

1rn keeping with the prescription for the incrus-
ion o'-f this variable in the consideration of social
problems, ï wil1 include my own values before
drawillg conclus j_ons. My personal perspective is
that åny cognit'ive framework that does not recognize
inconåistency and paradox as constant realities is
highl/ simplisitic- one can 10ve and hate at the
same gime, experience the same event as both
posit,-ve and negative and use oners rfunctional,

I

l
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activities to form emotional ties and vice versa.
Thus' r believe that cause-effect formur-ations are
merely suggestive- secondly, r believe that social
situations, and the individuals within them, combine
in much the same \^¡ay that chemicals ínteract to
produce a ner¡¡ compound, to produce a new and
different situation. Finally, r believe that the
basis for social action is a moral imperative to
diminish the amount of pain.This is the fundamental
rationale of any system of ethj"cs. Andrfurthermore,
I belj-eve that no obligation exists to fill the
needs of another with one, s or¡rn pain _ this is
merely a prerogative

Notv, having included the writer as well
the written material_ presented here, it is
posed that a significant amount of evidence
to support the following conclusions.

statistical and comparitive data ind,icate that,
on one IeveI, middle-aged. vromen can be viewed as a
group who have enough experiences in common to
justify treating their situation as distinct from

t::

as

pro-

exists
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others !./ithin society. By and farge, the centralevent in thei-r lives is the perception that theroles of wife and mother cannot continue to serveas a primary focus of Èheir daily 
"".rrr*r:"-;;=energies. Í,Ihen middle_aged r^/omen experj_ence

problems, the characteristics of ttr"i, 
"*aronmeet the criteria of a laten+ ê^^.:_ratent. social problem; anobjectively d'epl0rable state of affairs rerated

Eo societal processes can be seen to exj_st
However, there is some evidence in support ofthe view that the case of middle-aged Ì¡/omen can beseen as an erxemplar of . tre central issues pertainingto the definition and únderstandj-ng of all .U*a"'*"tv/omen. This suggested by the positive correlationsthat exist between commj_tment to traditional 

---:r

:"-:t_: 
role and incidence of psychorosical andsocial difficulti-es in middle-aged women. ÞIoreovêr,it has consistently been found that women who arenot married and married r^/omen with ,ro 

"¡rira.""--=exhibit different kinds and. different incidencerates of probrems and rhar low femi;;-" score

i: ;,
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on standard. i-nstruments correlated positively to
life satisfaction in women. Thusrthe facts of
marriage and childrearingrand more partÍcularly
traditional modes of fillingL.these functions,
are significant dynamícs in the situations.

In this context, it becomes important to
examine what relationship the facts of married life
and parenthood have to the functioning of middle-
aged women. The material presented in this paper
suggests that two widely-held conceptuar frameworks
for the consideration of, these roles exist

The first is that adult women function
according' b fixed laws of human nature. These
laws provide for mature integration of their
personalities through dependency and filling the
needs of, others. ïn this framework, a woman who
find.s these functions difficult to fill is
exhibiting slrmptoms of psychologicar impairment.
üIomen who choose to focus their energies on goals
beyond the definition above are judged to be
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confused. In the social context, the first
framework defines the functional significance of
women to exj-st only within the family sphere
Activities. ou tside this sphere either threaten
the stability of the current institutionar structure
of society, orr. minimalry, are inconsequentiar.

An alternative framework proposes that mature
integration of adult personality is the same for
men and r,iromen. These personality traits include
the ability to choose activities that promote a
self -perception of control 0ver one, s i-mmediate
environment and the ability to establish conditi-ons
of worth in va::ious spheres. ïn this framework, the
individua1whostructuresheractivitiesonthe

basis of dependency and meetÍng the needs of others
is psychologically impaired. üüomen who choose to
focus their energies and goals beyond the family
sphere exhi-bit sup.erior cathetic ability, a sj-gn
of mental health. In the social context, the
functionar significance of women in any situation
exists in relation to their relative numbers and
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input' These activities are seen to enhance the
cument institu tional structure of society by.
providing for the contribution of a wider number
of individuars and by allowing a greater number of
people to meet their needs

However, middle-aged hromen and al1 adult r^/omen
are usualty defined within.the first framework.
The significance of studying hromen ir, .""a";" ;,
seen as relatively l0wer than that given the study
of other groups. The contributions of female
academics on the subj ect of r4romen are not wj-dely
acknowledged' The theoreti-cal si-gnificance of
v¡omen as an independent factor is seen to be of
little consequence except in studies of the family.
some material demonstrates thatresearchers wilr_
still support a traditional view of women i' trr"i.
concrusions' irrespecÈive of theoreticar fr.*.rork. l

Finally, by and rargerthe accomocation of älternative
frameworks for the stud.y of women is not demonstrably
a priority in the academic community.
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' In the practice context, Lhere is a

preponderance of evidence that material used to
instruet incumbent social workers is based on the
traditional conceptual framework. The'pervasj_veness
of 

................ 

tne use of this body of theory for es.tablishing
clinical norms and evaluating the competence of
therapists and social workers, who are judged to 

:be better workers when they use such norms, has
been shown' Evidence that social work bases its
interventi-ve goals on a mandate given by political
and social institutions while viewi-ng its role
as essentialJy apolitica.l has been presented. fn
the case of women, it has been demonstrated that
the centrar' theme social work has derived from
the literature is the adjustnrent of women to
Drevaj-ling cultural norms. Hohrever, it was noÈ
clear in this context whether lvomen are 

"a"r, aorY v¿rlE¡I CIL g

evade other equally 1egitimate responsibilities
by focussing soIely on the family sphere or
whettrer they evade their sole responsibility to
society by not focussing exclusj_vely on the home. ¡ì.;i:ì...:::. .rr,

ìr:ì :. :::::1,; r;:::i::
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rt was suggested that this contradiction makes
cLinical evaluation problematic. Some of the
research on social context s,upported. the case thatpersonal values of Éhe practicioner will influencethe therapeutic encounter irrespective of theoreticalorienrarion. Finalry, in rhe sociat ,"r;-";;,';.

has been suggested that, within the professionrfemale
social workers are assigned tasks in rine with atraditional sex-role division of labour. Female
soc'ar- workers perceive pervasi-ve sex'sm within
the professi-on while male social workers noticeits existence to a much smaller degree.

Thus, vrhen middle_pgeA h/onen are treated insuch a context, they wirr be encouraged to
accomodate to a positi-on of dependence and a

;rtuation 
which wirl make rhem feer 

"=";";"] ,n.r.family responsibilities do not, absorb their ,J;;activities yet theír contributions outside the
home wilt be at odds with the identity_giving
elements of their family roles.

In the alternative context, they will be
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encouraged to find activities that make them feel
useful and to depend on others to give them the
support they need. without guilt.

The central issue, in the case of middle_aged
women'is to deterrnine why they are evaluated and
evaluate themselves in one frâme of reference
and not the other- The logical inconsistencies
within social sci_ence between theoretical
imperat.ives and the conclusj_ons presented and
the suggestibility of reserchers and therapists,
irrespective of their intellectual understanding,
may mean a re_orientation of theory will not
resolve these alternative views.

ït is concluded that the relationship between
the problems of middle-aged rÂromen and. social work
is not merely a function of prescribing new
interventive technigues or even new theoretical
perspectives' These already exist. The basic issues
at hand are epistemological and reside in the
question of what about this group is recognized.
as knowledge.

l: ::_1

I
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students of theories of knowledge in social
science observed the independent. factor in the
development of social science knowledge is the
value assumptions of the observeri 

"o"i.fscience facts must be integrated into a pre_
existing cognitive framework in orde to have
meaning. The knower and the known must interact.
rf this interaction exi-sts in the formulations
of social scientists, it Ís reasonable to allow
for the personal_ values of women, as clients and.
workers, in social work fields of practice.

rt is hoped that soc'al workers will examine
their actions more closely than in the past and,,
in so doing, recogni-ze the poïiti".r content of
their actions. In the light of the material
presented here, it is simply impossible to
continue the illusíon v¡hat they do.with and to
theír clients can be apolitical.

't,:.:i
it _.j.1

j :: ,'.-
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The correlation between traditional definitions
of the adult role of women and psychologj_cal and
social impairment has been well-d,ocumented in recentyears' rn a profession which .acknowledges that itderives its mandate from social norms, this can
only mean Èhe perpetuation of mental irlness and
dispair in female middle_aged clients. An
existential synonym fgr mental illness is pain, thepain of feeling dead inside. ïf the social work
context for treating these h/omen does not change,
then we become accomplj-ces in the n"""nr. death
of too many people to ignore. ït is not an
"academic" question by any means-This suffering
is the end result of choosing one point of view
over another

Ì: . ':: rl

l;: _r -.

):.':-. :.:
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